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Editor's Foreword

With this issue of Anabiosis we initiate a new feature to the journal:
a Letters to the Editor section. It is our hope that this innovation
may serve as a vehicle to facilitate dialogue among researchers,
theoreticians, and other scholars in the field of near-death studies.

Letters regarding any aspect of near-death and related experiences
will be considered for publication; in that capacity, we expect the
Letters section to be used by researchers requesting assistance from
other readers and proposing preliminary formulations of research
questions and their possible solutions. However, we will give priority
to publication of Letters such as those in the current issue in which
readers wish to challenge or elaborate concepts developed in previously
published articles. Letters referring to articles previously published
in Anabiosis will routinely be shared with the authors of those
articles, so that their responses may be published along with the
Letters. We expect these' public debates, now to be a part of the
permanent record of near-death studies, will greatly increase that
cross-fertilization among investigators and scholars that is the raison
d'etre of journals such as Anabiosis.

Bruce Greyson



A Wave Among Waves:
Katherine Anne Porter's Near-Death Experience

Steve Straight
Department of English

University of Connecticut

ABSTRACT

This article shows that the main vision in Katherine Anne Porter's 1938 story
"Pale Horse, Pale Rider," based largely on her nearly fatal bout with influenza
during the epidemic of 1918, is a deep near-death experience (NDE) of the type
first described by Raymond Moody (1975). Biographical sources and interviews
with Porter demonstrate this as well as the NDE's physical and psychological
effects on her. The story's vision of paradise is quoted and analyzed as an NDE.
Two critical studies of the story (Youngblood, 1959/1960; Givner, 1982) are
discussed briefly.

INTRODUCTION

Raymond Moody (1977) predicted in Reflections on Life After
Life that the relatively small collection of near-death experiences
(NDEs) he had found was only the beginning. He said researchers
and scholars should be able to find all the cases they wanted. The
work of Kenneth Ring (1980) and Michael Sabom (1982), especially,
proved him right. And in 1982 George Gallup, Jr. wrote that the
results of his poll of 1,500 adult Americans showed that one in
twenty, or eight million adults in the United States, have had an
NDE. If NDEs are that common, we might expect to find that some
of those who have had an NDE were or are well known. In this
article I will show that a famous and very gifted writer of this century,
Katherine Anne Porter, had a deep near-death experience in 1918
and later described it in what many critics argue is her best work of
fiction, "Pale Horse, Pale Rider" (1938/1979).

Porter was born in 1890 and lived until 1980. In a tumultuous
life she lived in Texas, New Orleans, Denver, New York City, Mexico
City, Paris, southern California, and Washington D.C. She is probably
best known to the public for her novel, Ship of Fools (1962), later
made into a movie. Even more than the novel, critics have pointed
to her short story collections, Flowering Judas and Other Stories
(1940/1979), The Leaning Tower and Other Stories (1944/1979),
and Pale Horse, Pale Rider (1949/1979),1 as evidence of her great
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talent. Robert Penn Warren (1951) wrote, "many of her stories are
unsurpassed in modern fiction, and some are not often equaled"
(pp. 136-137). He ranked her as a short story writer with James
Joyce and Ernest Hemingway.

FICTION AS AUTOBIOGRAPHY

"Pale Horse, Pale Rider," a long story or a short novel, centers on
the experiences of a young newspaper reporter in Denver near the
end of World War I. The story is one of what are known as "the
Miranda stories," chronicling the life of Miranda Gay. There is much
evidence that Miranda's close brush with death in "Pale Horse,
Pale Rider" is based very closely on the experience of Porter, who
was a young reporter in Denver (for the Rocky Mountain News) in
1918.

In 1940 Porter told Robert Van Gelder, interviewing her for the
New York Times Book Review, that the story was an attempt to
record her experience of the moment of death. In 1956 she con-
firmed that in an interview in the Denver Post (Hendrick, 1965).2
And in 1963 she described the experience briefly in a Paris Review
interview (Thompson, 1963). The most complete description of the
circumstances causing her experience is found in Joan Givner's
Katherine Anne Porter: A Life (1982):

[Porter] contracted influenza, and her case coincided exactly with the
epidemic's rise and fall in Denver ....

All accounts of the subsequent events coincide. By the time she was
admitted to a hospital there seemed little hope that she could survive;
she ran a fever of 105 for nine days . . . . The Rocky Mountain News
set up the obituary and the Porter family made arrangements for disposal
of the body. . . . One Sunday afternoon she was left behind screens to
die . . . . At the same time a group of young interns in white coats looked
at Porter as she lay dying in the corridor of the crowded hospital. They
decided to give her an experimental shot of strychnine. Miraculously,
it worked, and she began to fight her way back to life. (pp. 125-126)

Porter often let stories form in her mind for years before going
to the typewriter, and she published little for one who lived so long.
She did not attempt to write about her Denver experience until the
1930s. Even then she had difficulty with it at first, putting it aside
from 1932 to 1936 (Givner, 1982). A lifelong friend of Porter's,
Glenway Wescott, described in his Images of Truth (1939) a dis-
cussion with her in 1936:
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It pleases me to recall a conversation that I had with Katherine Anne
while she was writing "Pale Horse, Pale Rider" and was having trouble
with a passage in it toward the end in which Miranda, desperately ill,
almost dead, was to see heaven. She told me that she herself, at the end
of World War I, had experienced this part of what she had created this
heroine to experience and to make manifest; and because, no doubt, it
really was heaven, she found herself unable to re-see it with her lively,
healthy eyes.

.. . I proposed to my dear friend and rival, "Why not at that point
just write a page about your inability to recede, your impotence to write?
Eternal curtain, blinding effulgence! Let each one of your readers fill
in the kind of heaven that his particular life has prepared him to go to,
when his turn comes.

"What else is heaven, anyway?" I went on, where angels fear to tread.
"What can it be, empirically, but the indescribable; the defeat of litera-
ture, the end of empiricism?"

To my amusement and perhaps regret, mingled with a little vanity,
Katherine Anne did not take to this suggestion. She let "Pale Horse"
go for another year, and turned to other work... .. (p. 37)

When she returned to the story, however, she seemed fired with
one of her moments of rapid composition. As she told Van Gelder
(1940), "It was necessary for me to return to Baton Rouge [in
1937]. I took a room in New Orleans on a Monday and finished
["Pale Horse, Pale Rider"] on the next Monday" (p. 20). The story
runs about 23,000 words, and Porter considered it her best work
(Nance, 1963).

DREAMS AND VISIONS IN THE STORY

"Pale Horse, Pale Rider" is a love story about Miranda, 24,3 and
Adam Barclay, also 24 and a second lieutenant in an engineer corps.
(There was a young lieutenant Porter knew in Denver, but there are
conflicting reports from Porter herself how well she knew him
[Givner, 1982].) Miranda reviews plays for the Blue Mountain News

and spends all her free time with Adam, dancing or talking. Adam is
soon to be shipped overseas, and Miranda worries dreadfully that he
will be killed.

The story is a masterpiece of style, weaving the day-to-day events
of Miranda's life with a series of her dreams and then the near-death
vision. It opens with a dream, in fact, that Miranda has of her child-
hood home. She dreams she rides her horse, Graylie, in a race

against Death (the Pale Rider), who is a "lankish green stranger I
remembered hanging about the place, welcomed by my grandfather,
,my great-aunt, my five times removed cousin, my decrepit hound
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and my silver kitten" (1938/1979, pp. 269-270). When she recog-
nizes that he is Death, "she pulled Graylie up, rose in her stirrups
and shouted, I'm not going with you this time-ride on! Without
pausing or turning his head the stranger rode on" (p. 270). Suddenly
we are in the newsroom, where Miranda is being pestered by Lusk
Committeemen demanding she buy a Liberty Bond she knows she
can't afford. The war encroaches on all sides.

The next night she goes to the theater to review a show
and feels very weak and tired. She blames it on long hours and not
eating right, but she knows it is serious: "She thought, This is the
beginning of the end of something. Something terrible is going to
happen to me. I chan't need bread and butter where I'm going"
(p. 290). A little while later:

[She] closed her eyes and faced for one instant that was a lifetime the
certain, the overwhelming and awful knowledge that there was nothing
at all ahead for Adam and for her. Nothing. She opened her eyes and held
her hands together palms up, gazing at them and trying to understand
oblivion. (p. 291)

She manages to go dancing with Adam that night, but the next day
she has contracted influenza and misses work.

Adam comes to nurse her and tries to find her a hospital bed, but
none is available. Her fever increases. She has an awful nightmare of
a jungle, a "writhing terribly alive and secret place of death"
(p. 299), wakes, and then manages to swallow some medicine and
food. She feels a little better, and she and Adam sing the old spiritual
"Pale Horse, Pale Rider" ("done taken my lover away"). Then:

Miranda sighed, and lay back on the pillow and thought, I must give up,
I can't hold out any longer. There was only that pain, only that room,
and only Adam. There were no longer any multiple planes of living, no
tough filaments of memory and hope pulling taut backwards and for-
wards holding her upright between them. There was only this one moment
and it was a dream of time, and Adam's face, very near hers, eyes still
and intent, was a shadow, and there was to be nothing more... . (p. 304)

Adam tells her to sleep, and she dreams in a kind of half-sleep
of Adam dying and herself living:

Almost with no warning at all, she floated into the darkness, holding his
hand, in a sleep that was not sleep but clear evening light in a small green
wood, an angry dangerous wood full of inhuman concealed voices singing
sharply like the whine of arrows and she saw Adam transfixed by a flight
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of these singing arrows that struck him in the heart and passed shrilly
cutting their path through the leaves. Adam fell straight back before her
eyes, and rose again unwounded and alive; another flight of arrows loosed
from the invisible bow struck him again and he fell, and yet he was there
before her untouched in a perpetual death and resurrection. She threw
herself before him, angrily and selfishly she interposed between him and
the track of the arrow, crying, No, no, like a child cheated in a game, It's
my turn now, why must you always be the one to die? and the arrows
struck her cleanly through the heart and through his body and he lay
dead, and she still lived .... (pp. 304-305)

Adam leaves her briefly to get more food. While he is gone she is
taken to a hospital. She knows many of the people with influenza
die, and her mind swirls with thoughts of what death is like:

The road to death is a long march beset with all evils, and the heart fails
little by little at each new terror, the bones rebel at each step, the mind
sets up its own bitter resistance and to what end? The barriers sink one by
one, and no covering of the eyes shuts out the landscape of disaster, nor
the sight of crimes committed there. (p. 309)

A nightmare follows of her doctor, who happens to have a German
name, murdering a baby. She wakes "howling" and realizes that she
has been screaming at him to his face. She tries to apologize, but

the wrong she had done followed her and haunted her dream: this wrong
took vague shapes of horror she could not resist or name, though her heart
cringed at sight of them. Her mind, split in two, acknowledged and denied
what she saw in the one instant, for across an abyss of complaining dark-
ness her reasoning coherent self watched the strange frenzy of the other
coldly, reluctant to admit the truth of its visions, its tenacious remorses
and despairs. (pp. 309-310)

Her fears reach their peak now, as she tries to envision her fate:

Oblivion, thought Miranda, her mind feeling among her memories of
words she had been taught to describe the unseen, the unknowable, is a
whirlpool of gray water turning upon itself for all eternity . . . eternity is
perhaps more than the distance to the farthest star. She lay on a narrow
ledge over a pit that she knew to be bottomless, though she could not
comprehend it; the ledge was her childhood dream of danger, and she
strained back against a reassuring wall of granite at her shoulders, staring
into the pit, thinking, There it is, there it is at last, it is very simple; and
soft carefully shaped words like oblivion and eternity are curtains hung
before nothing at all. I shall not know when it happens, I shall not feel
or remember, why can't I consent now, I am lost, there is no hope for me.
Look, she told herself, there it is, that is death and there is nothing to fear.
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But she could not consent, still shrinking stiffly against the granite wall
that was her childhood dream of safety, breathing slowly for fear of
squandering breath, saying desperately, Look, don't be afraid, it is
nothing, it is only eternity.

Granite walls, whirlpools, stars are things. None of them is death, nor
the image of it. Death is death, said Miranda, and for the dead it has no
attributes.-(p. 310)

In the next line her NDE proper begins. As it turns out, of course,
death isn't any of the horrible things she imagined:

Silenced she sank easily through deeps under deeps of darkness until she
lay like a stone at the farthest bottom of life, knowing herself to be
blind, deaf, speechless, no longer aware of the members of her own body,
entirely withdrawn from all human concerns, yet alive with a peculiar
lucidity and coherence; all notions of the mind, the reasonable inquiries
of doubt, all ties of blood and the desires of the heart, dissolved and fell
away from her, and there remained of her only a minute fiercely burning
particle of being that knew itself alone, that relied upon nothing beyond
itself for its strength; not susceptible to any appeal or inducement, being
itself composed entirely of one single motive, the stubborn will to live.
This fiery motionless particle set itself unaided to resist destruction, to
survive and to be in its own madness of being, motiveless and planless
beyond that one essential end. Trust me, the hard unwinking angry point
of light said. Trust me. I stay.

At once it grew, flattened, thinned to a fine radiance, spread like a great
fan and curved out into a rainbow through which Miranda, enchanted,
altogether believing, looked upon a deep clear landscape of sea and sand,
of soft meadow and sky, freshly washed and glistening with transparencies
of blue. Why, of course, of course, said Miranda, without surprise but with
serene rapture as if some promise made to her had been kept long after
she ceased to hope for it. She rose from her narrow ledge and ran lightly
through the tall portals of the great bow that arched in its splendor over
the burning blue of the sea and the cool green of the meadow on either
hand.

The small waves rolled in and over unhurriedly, lapped upon the sand
in silence and retreated; the grasses flurried before a breeze that made no
sound. Moving towards her leisurely as clouds through the shimmering air
came a great company of human beings, and Miranda saw in an amaze-
ment of joy that they were all the living she had known. Their faces were
transfigured, each in its own beauty, beyond what she remembered of
them, their eyes were clear and untroubled as good weather, and they
cast no shadows. They were pure identities and she knew them every one
without calling their names or remembering what relation she bore to
them. They surrounded her smoothly on silent feet, then turned their
entranced faces again towards the sea, and she moved among them easily
as a wave among waves. The drifting circle widened, separated, and each
figure was alone but not solitary; Miranda, alone too, questioning nothing,
desiring nothing, in the quietude of her ecstasy, stayed where she was,
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eyes fixed on the overwhelming deep sky where it was always morning.
(pp. 310-311)

That is the climax of her near-death vision. Immediately following
it, as in many NDEs, comes her decision to return:

Lying at ease, arms under her head, in the prodigal warmth which flowed
evenly from sea and sky and meadow, within touch but not touching the
serenely smiling familiar beings about her, Miranda felt without warning
a vague tremor of apprehension, some small flick of distrust in her joy; a
thin frost touched the edges of this confident tranquility; something,
somebody, was missing, she had lost something, she had left something
valuable in another country, oh, what could it be? There are no trees, no
trees here, she said in fright, I have left something unfinished. A thought
struggled at the back of her mind, came clearly as a voice in her ear. Where
are the dead? We have forgotten the dead, oh, the dead, where are they?
At once as if a curtain had fallen, the bright landscape faded, she was
alone in a strange stony place of bitter cold, picking her way along a
steep path of slippery snow, calling out, Oh, I must go back! But in what
direction? (pp. 311-312)

Like many near-death experiencers, Miranda decides she must
return because of unfinished business in the living world. What
triggers her decision is perhaps the most confusing line in the story:
"We have forgotten the dead, oh the dead, where are they?" Most
NDErs who see people they have known see those who have died
before them. We might have expected Miranda to see her grand-
father, her great aunt, or one of the others that appeared in the
initial dream of racing Death. Instead she saw "all the living she had
known."

To most readers of this journal, I imagine, Miranda's journey so
far demonstrates many of the elements of a deep NDE. But since the
rest of the story contains other familiar sensations, I will not discuss
the NDE just yet. After the last line I quoted, Miranda is suddenly
back in the world of the living:

Pain returned, a terrible compelling pain running through her veins like
heavy fire, the stench of corruption filled her nostrils, the sweetish sickening
smell of rotting flesh and pus; she opened her eyes and saw pale light
through a coarse white cloth over her face, knew that the smell of death
was in her own body, and struggled to lift her hand. The cloth was drawn
away; she saw Miss Tanner filling a hypodermic needle in her methodical
expert way, and heard Dr. Hildesheim saying, "I think that will do the
trick. Try another." Miss Tanner plucked firmly at Miranda's arm near
the shoulder, and the unbelievable current of agony ran burning through
her veins again. She struggled to cry out, saying, Let me go, let me go;
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but heard only incoherent sounds of animal suffering. She saw doctor and
nurse glance at each other with the glance of initiates at a mystery, nodding
in silence, their eyes alive with knowledgeable pride. (p. 312)

Miranda decides she must return, but once back she is not pleased
with life. Her mind fights each harsh sensation, and there are many:

Bells screamed all off key, wrangling together as they collided in mid air,
horns and whistles mingled shrilly with cries of human distress; sulphur
colored light exploded through the black window pane and flashed away
in darkness. Miranda waking from a dreamless sleep asked without expecting
an answer, "What is happening?" for there was a bustle of voices and foot-
steps in the corridor, and a sharpness in the air; the far clamor went on,
a furious exasperated shrieking like a mob in revolt. (p. 312)

The noises prove to be a crowd outside celebrating the end of the
war, but it is to Miranda a "bitter world where the sound of rejoicing
was a clamor of pain."

"Please open the window, please," she says to the nurse, "I smell
death in here" (p. 313).

Miranda's bitterness continues as she can't help comparing the two
worlds she has experienced:

Now if real daylight such as I remember having seen in this world would
only come again, but it is always twilight or just before morning, a promise
of day that is never kept. What has become of the sun? That was the
longest night and yet it will not end and let the day come. Shall I ever see
light again?

Sitting in a long chair, near a window, it was in itself a melancholy
wonder to see the colorless sunlight slanting on the snow, under a sky
drained of its blue. "Can this be my face?" Miranda asked her mirror.
"Are these my own hands?" she asked Miss Tanner, holding them up to
show the yellow tint like melted wax glimmering between the closed
fingers. The body is a curious monster, no place to live in, how could any-
one feel at home there? Is it possible I can ever accustom myself to this
place? she asked herself. The human faces around her seemed dull and
tired, with no radiance of skin and eyes as Miranda remembered radiance;
the once white walls of her room were now a soiled gray. Breathing slowly,
falling asleep and waking again, feeling the splash of water on her flesh,
taking food, talking in bare phrases with Dr. Hildesheim and Miss Tanner,
Miranda looked about her with the covertly hostile eyes of an alien who
does not like the country in which he finds himself, does not understand
the language nor wish to learn it, does not mean to live there and yet is
helpless, unable to leave it at his will. (p. 313)

Her nurse asks her to look, just look at the sunshine. Miranda

tries to be helpful, giving the answer Miss Tanner wants to hear:
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"It's beautiful," Miranda would answer, even turning her head to look,
thanking Miss Tanner for her goodness about the weather, "beautiful, I
always loved it." And I might love it again if I saw it, she thought, but
truth was, she could not see it. There was no light, there might never be
light again, compared as it must always be with the light she had seen
beside the blue sea that lay so tranquilly along the shore of her paradise.
That was a child's dream of the heavenly meadow, the vision of repose
that comes to a tired body in sleep, she thought, but I have seen it when I
did not know it was a dream.Closing her eyes she would rest for a moment
remembering that bill which had repaid all the pain of the journey to reach
it; opening them again she saw with a new anguish the dull world to which
she was condemned, where the light seemed filmed over with cobwebs,
all the bright surfaces corroded, the sharp planes melted and formless,
all objects and being meaningless, ah, dead and withered things that
believed themselves alive!

At night, after the long effort of lying in her chair, in her extremity
of grief for what she had so briefly won, she folded her painful body
together and wept silently, shamelessly, in pity for herself and her lost
rapture. (p. 314)

Friends come, and she tells them what they expect, too:

For ten minutes Miranda smiled and told them how gay and what a
pleasant surprise it was to find herself alive. For it will not do to betray
the conspiracy and tamper with the courage of the living; there is nothing
better than to be alive, everyone has agreed on that; it is past argument,
and who attempts to deny it is justly outlawed. (p. 315)

Her doctor and nurse urge her to read her mail, and all the letters
gaily congratulate her on cheating death. One letter among them
reports that Adam, her lover, has died of influenza in the camp
hospital a month earlier. He had no doubt contracted it while nursing
her. Their separation by death is just as she had foreseen it in her
feverish dream of the singing arrows.

Miranda decides that if she must be alive again, she'll do it with
style. She orders a "walking stick of silvery wood with a silver knob."
And she says to herself, "Lazarus, come forth. Not unless you bring
me my top hat and stick. Stay where you are then, you snob. Not at
all. I'm coming forth" (p. 316). As she readies herself for the world,

Miranda wondered again at the time and trouble the living took to be
helpful to the dead. But not quite dead now, she reassured herself, one
foot in either world now; soon I shall cross back and be at home again.
The light will seem real and I shall be glad when I hear that someone I
know has escaped from death. (pp. 316-317)
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She thinks of Adam, and many critics have said that the way she
does indicates he is why she returned: "Adam, she said, now you
need not die again, but still -I wish you were here; I wish you had
come back, what do you think I came back for, Adam, to be de-
ceived like this?" (p. 317) She wishes he had lived and then calls
herself selfish and unreasonable for wishing it.

Finally, in the last paragraph of the story, she summarizes what
her life is to be like, and with heavy irony:

No more war, no more plague, only the dazed silence that follows the
ceasing of the heavy guns; noiseless houses with the shades drawn, empty
streets, the dead cold light of tomorrow. Now there would be time for
everything. (p. 317)

On the audiocassette Porter (1952) recorded of "Pale Horse, Pale
Rider," she reads very quickly, breathlessly, and she emphasizes the
last syllable, -thing, in the last line. I also like the meaning one gets
from putting the accent on time in that line, since she has returned
from timeless ecstasy to the plodding linear world.

ANALYSIS OF THE NDE

If Porter's description of Miranda's experience near death was
largely autobiographical, and there seems no doubt it was, her near-
death experience in 1918 at the age of 28 was profound. Using
Ring's (1980) Weighted Core Experience Index (WCEI), we have a
reasonable measure of how deep it was. On a scale of 0-29, with a
score of 10 or more indicating a deep experience, Porter's NDE-
measures about a 23.

To obtain a perfectly accurate score, of course, would have re-
quired interviewing Porter. Her description in "Pale Horse, Pale
Rider," though, is so rich that it is fairly easy to use the WCEI. We
can, I think, assign her 1 point for the subjective sense of being dead,
4 points for a very strong sense of peace or pleasantness, 4 points
for a clear sense of being out of her body, 4 points for movement
through a dark region, 3 points for encountering visible "spirits"
(although perhaps not another 3 for "encountering a presence/
hearing a voice"), 2 points for seeing a light, 1 point for seeing

beautiful colors, and 4 points for entering into the light (in the
clear sense of entering a world of beauty through the light). Another
3 points for "taking stock of one's life" were not awarded. All

points awarded were the maximum for that category.
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In terms of Ring's (1980) stages of the NDE, Porter had all five.
Ten percent of the "core experiencers" in Ring's study reached the
fifth stage (entering the light).

EFFECTS OF THE NDE ON PORTER

Any questions we might have about exactly how significant
Porter's NDE was in her life are answered in her interviews and
biographies. The effects ranged from the expected physical ones of
nearly dying to strong emotional ones that profoundly affected her
life and work. In addition one anecdote I will mention at the end of
this section indicates she may have gained some psychical powers.

Several biographers have described the physical effects of Porter's
1918 illness. In the 1956 Denver Post interview (Hendrick, 1965),
Porter herself said:

"I knew I was dying. I felt a strange state of ... euphoria .... But I didn't
die. I mustered the will to live. My hair turned white and then fell out.
The first time I tried to rise to a sitting position I fell and broke an arm.
I had phlebitis in one leg and they said I'd never walk again. But I was
determined to walk and live again, and in six months I was walking and my
hair was grown back." (p. 76)

In the same interview Porter mentioned the effect on her fear of death.
The effect was the most common of all among NDErs: "It seems to
me true that I died then, I died once, and I have never feared death
since" (Hendrick, 1965, p. 76).

The emotional effects on Porter were strong but they were con-
fused. She had the same jaundiced view of the world she gave
Miranda, but she herself managed to rally from it:

"I had seen my heavenly vision and the world was pretty dull after that.
My mood for several years thereafter was that it was not a world worth
living in. And yet one has faith, one has the inner core of strength that
comes from somewhere, probably inherited from someone. Throughout
my life there have been times during the day when I have both an intense
wish to die and later an eagerness that can't wait to see the next day. In
fact, if I hadn't been tough as an alley cat, I wouldn't be here today."
(Lopez, 1981, p. 48)

That interviewer, Enrique Hank Lopez, also commented that she
"became somewhat of a recluse, often lunching alone and going
straight home after work" (p. 48), still at the Rocky Mountain News.
He wrote that some of her articles in the News "[reflected] her pro-
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found disenchantment with most of her fellow human beings"
(p. 48).

She was changed, and there are indications she had to see that
herself before she could move on to her new life. In the Paris Review
interview (Thompson, 1963) she discussed her childhood desire to
become a writer. The interviewer, Barbara Thompson, then asked,
"But weren't there certain specific events that crystallized that
desire for you-something comparable to the experience of Miranda
in "Pale Horse, Pale Rider"?" (p. 96). Porter's response shows both
the power and the variety of effects her NDE had:

Porter: Yes, that was the plague of influenza, at the end of the
first World War, in which I almost died. It just simply divided
my life, cut across it like that. So that everything before
that was just getting ready, and after that I was in some
strange way altered, ready. It took me a long time to go
out and live in the world again. I was really "alienated,"
in the pure sense. It was, I think, the fact that I really
had participated in death, that I knew what death was, and
had almost experienced it. I had what the Christians call
the "beatific vision," and the Greeks called the "happy
day," the happy vision just before death. 4 Now if you
have had that, and survived it, come back from it, you are
no longer like other people, and there's no use deceiving
yourself that you are. But you see, I did: I made the mis-
take of thinking I was quite like anybody else, of trying to
live like other people. It took me a long time to realize
that that simply wasn't true, that I had my own needs and
that I had to live like me.

Thompson: And that freed you?

Porter: I just got up and bolted. I went running off on that wild
escapade to Mexico, where I attended, you might say, and
assisted at, in my own modest way, a revolution. (pp. 96-97)

Porter went to live in Greenwich Village first (Givner, 1982), so her
response indicates her new freedom came sometime before she went
to Mexico during the Obregon Revolution of 1921.

Other, more subtle changes in Porter are indicated elsewhere, I
think. She said to Thompson (1963), "I have always lived in my
immediate circumstances, from day to day" (p. 109). This here-and-
now attitude is typical of NDErs. And the following fascinating
comment from one of Porter's friends says much the same about her
ability to stay in the present:
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"She doesn't wait for death to effect transmigration," one of her friends
said recently. "Every now and then she stops being what she is and be-
comes something else. In some secluded corner of the world, she spins a
cocoon, and presently comes out more brilliantly colored, with longer,
swifter wings. She leaves her old life there in a tree, dry and forgotten
and dead, something she has put forever behind her." (Crume, 1940,
p. 214)

In summary, then, the effects on Porter were profound and long
lasting, exactly what we would expect from such a deep NDE.

I mentioned earlier that Porter had a memorable psychic experi-
ence shortly after her NDE. I don't want to make too much of this,
but there is evidence (Kohr, 1983) that NDErs tend to be more
attuned to such happenings. The experience has to do with her
sister's daughter, with whom Porter was extremely close. After
Porter had regained her strength and had written many reviews for
the News,

one summer night in July [1919] she was suddenly overcome with a
growing apprehension and premonition of disaster which grew to a state
of panic. Without understanding why, she fell about the floor in paroxysms
of grief and terror and finally heard herself say that she must go home.
Having made that decision she set her alarm clock so that she would wake
early and, exhausted by her frenzy, fell asleep. It was noon when she woke,
having overslept the alarm clock, and she found a telegram pushed under
her door which told her that her little niece, Mary Alice, had died of
spinal meningitis. Later she received a letter, unaccountably delayed,
which told her of the child's illness. (Givner, 1982, p. 137)

THE CRITICS

Most critics of "Pale Horse, Pale Rider" recognize it as a great
story. Many acknowledge the autobiographical root and most then
argue over the story's tone, symbolism, and characterization. I will
not pursue such arguments here, but I think any critic who knew the
near-death literature might see the story afresh. I will restrict my
comments to two critics, Sarah Youngblood (1959/1960) and Givner
(1982).

Youngblood's study is, I believe, the most perceptive and accurate
of the criticism. It does not appear that she knew about Porter's
1918 experience. At least her criticism is based strictly on the story
itself. Even so, she discusses the near-death vision without reducing
it to merely a death wish or merely a dream, as other critics have:
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The distinctive features of the paradise are silence, radiance, joy. In its
features this paradise suggests the traditional mystical experience, and
Miranda's later revulsion to the colorless sunlight and pain of the actual
world suggests the disillusioned "stage of experience" which a mystic
undergoes after his return to the world of a tangible reality. This sug-
gestion of the mystical experience is strengthened by the variety of re-
ligious imagery elsewhere in the story, and by the presence within the
paradise of the rainbow-symbol. (1959/1960, p. 351)

Once Miranda is back from the paradise,

there is also here the implication that all of the real world is the world of
the "dead." The imagery of the world she returns to is dominantly that of
violent noise, and gray colorless light . . . . To Miranda now "the body is
a curious monster, no place to live in," as the flesh is alien to the returned
mystic, and she is like "an alien who does not like the country in which
he finds himself, does not understand the language." . . . The irony of
Miranda's situation is overwhelming: "the humane conviction and custom
of society" insists that life is best, and will force her to pay twice for the
gift of death, making her endure again at some future date the painful
journey to the blue sea and tranquil meadow of her paradise. It is a part
of this irony that Adam, for whom she returned, is already dead. (1959/
1960, p. 351)

Apparently thinking the story was just made up, Youngblood still
recognizes both how profound and how "real" its main vision is.

Concerning the "hard unwinking angry point of light" that be-
comes the preternatural landscape, Youngblood is again, I think, on
the mark: "It is ironic that the 'angry point of light' symbolizing
her will to live is the ultimate source of the radiance which spreads
and curves into the rainbow of her paradise" (1959/1960, p. 350).

Givner's (1982) criticism, on the other hand, seems inadequate.
In her 512-page biography she is very critical of Porter's tendency to
embellish her life history, much the way Samuel Clemens became
Mark Twain, storyteller, over the years. She gives many new details
on Porter's 1918 experience. Yet in a seemingly thorough book
published seven years after Moody's Life After Life (1975), she is

the one guilty of stretching the facts and missing the point.

She quotes Porter's (1977) essay on the execution of Sacco
and Vanzetti (which took place in 1927) as follows:

For an endless dreary time we had stood there massed in a measureless
darkness, waiting, watching the light in the tower of the prison. At mid-
night, this light winked off, winked on and off again, and my blood chills
remembering it even now-I do not remember how often, but we were
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told that the extinction of this light corresponded to the number of
charges of electricity sent through the bodies of Sacco and Vanzetti.
(1982, p. 192)

Somehow she equates the winking tower light of the Boston prison
with the unwinking point of light in Porter's story written ten years
later. Recalling Wescott's (1939) comments on Porter's struggle to
write the ending of "Pale Horse, Pale Rider," she pronounces:

Eventually Porter solved the problem of describing Miranda's death and
return to life. She took the little flickering point of light, so indelibly
fixed in her imagination at the Charlestown prison, and used it as the
image of Miranda's facing life: "This fiery motionless particle set itself
unaided to resist destruction, to survive and to be in its own madness of
being, motiveless and planless beyond that one essential end. Trust me,
the hard unwinking angry points [sic] of light said. Trust me. I stay."
(1982, p. 192)

This seems quite farfetched to me.

CONCLUSION

I do not pretend to be able to show the influences of Katherine
Anne Porter's NDE on her body of work or on all the events of her
life. Porter's description of her NDE in "Pale Horse, Pale Rider,"
however, is the deepest and most beautiful I have found in fiction.
Her ability to put the ineffable into words is, I think, wonderfully
described in Robert Penn Warren's (1951) analysis of her greatness
and its source:

Few [writers] have been able to achieve stories of deep philosophic ur-
gency in the narrow space, and fewer still have been able to achieve the
kind of thematic integration of a body of stories, the mark of the masters,
the thing that makes us think first of the central significance of a writer
rather than of some incidental and individual triumph. For Miss Porter's
bright indicative poetry is, at long last, a literally metaphysical poetry,
too. The luminosity is from inward. (pp. 155-156)

NOTES

1. The Collected Stories (see References), published in 1979,
contains all the stories in the three collections mentioned.
"Pale Horse, Pale Rider" was originally published in the Southern
Review, 1938, 3 (Winter).
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2. George Hendrick's note gives the source as the Denver Post,
March 22, 1956. Hendrick wrote that he was quoting Kathryn
Adams Sexton, "Katherine Anne Porter's Years in Denver,"
unpublished M.A. thesis, University of Colorado, 1961, pp. 84-
85. All subsequent Hendrick quotations are from the same place.

3. For years Porter told people she was born in 1894, which would
have made her exactly Miranda's age.

4. Lopez's book contains an interesting detail about the name
Miranda: "Though Shakespeare had used the name Miranda in
the Latin sense, in which it means 'strange and wonderful,'
Miss Porter preferred its Spanish meaning-'the seeing one"'9
(1981, p. 203).
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ABSTRACT

Major works of three noted authors, Charles Dickens, Thornton Wilder, and
Victor Hugo, contain fictional accounts of death and other passages with elements
of near-death experiences (NDEs). These NDE-like accounts are examined in
relation to the themes of these authors' works and relevant biographical patterns.
Each author emphasizes the transformation of characters into more loving, com-
passionate people who are more appreciative of life. These transformative
patterns are similar in a general way to the kinds of value transformations
reported by NDErs and are discussed in that light.

INTRODUCTION

Since coming to substantial public attention in 1975 with the
publication of Raymond Moody's Life After Life, the near-death
experience (NDE) has been regarded primarily as an anomalous
phenomenon in a materialistic culture. Much effort has been directed
at investigating the NDE in terms of its basic patterns and dimensions,

the kinds of transformations experiencers undergo, possible physio-
logical and psychological explanations, and the like.

The existence in literature of NDE-like phenomena has as yet
received relatively little attention. This paper is an effort to initiate
such inquiry by examining NDE-like elements in some of the major
works of three very well-known authors: Charles Dickens, Victor
Hugo, and Thornton Wilder. Focusing mainly but not exclusively

on the best known works of these authors, I will examine how NDE-
like phenomena are related not only to significant events in the
authors' lives, but also how the literary depictions of NDE-like
events, while seldom directly parallel to actual NDEs, nonetheless
are directly connected to major themes of the primacy of love,
compassion, transformation, and forgiveness.

Anabiosis - The Journal for Near-Death
Studies, Fall 1984, Vol. 4, No. 2
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There are a number of works of literature and drama that are
central to our shared cultural consciousness, so familiar to so many
and read and performed so often that they have become popular
classics. Three such works are Charles Dickens's A Christmas Carol,
Victor Hugo's Les Miserables, and, more recently, Thornton Wilder's
play Our Town.

While popularity is often no measure of worth, the enduring
nature of these works is strong testimony that they provide insight
into the human condition. Dickens's A Christmas Carol was enthusi-
astically received when it was first published in 1843 and has done
much to establish and maintain the spirit of Christmas. Les Miserables
has been widely read since its publication in 1862 and has been
made into film versions in France, the U. S., and elsewhere. Since it
first appeared in 1938, Our Town has been performed thousands of
times and continues to be one of the most popular dramas of all
time.

Though none describes a full NDE as such, each of these three
works (in addition to other works of Dickens, Wilder, and Hugo)
contains references to and descriptions of experiences similar to
NDEs. In a previous article, I discussed how Dante's Divine Comedy
is an instance of a literary classic with NDE-like elements (Flynn,
1982). In the present article, I will examine how the three works
cited above not only incorporate NDE-like events in varying ways
but also contain central thematic elements quite similar to the moral,
ethical, and related "lessons" that NDE researchers have found most
frequently mentioned by NDErs. These include an often newly
positive attitude toward and appreciation of life, and the importance
of loving and caring for others and not being judgmental toward
them.

Each of the three works and others by the three authors I will

discuss here focuses on individuals' transformations. A Christmas
Carol concerns the transformation of a greedy, selfish, and
unfeeling person into a generous, loving, kindly soul. Our Town

attempts to transform our perception of life through its depiction,
in its final scenes, of a deceased young woman's transformed appre-

ciations of the richness and grandeur of everyday human existence.
Les Miserables, likewise, portrays the transformation, through an

act of exceptional compassion, of an embittered convict into a kind,
generous, effective individual who maintains these qualities despite
extraordinary circumstances and pressures.

The transformations depicted in these works are similar in direction
and content (though perhaps more dramatic) to the kinds of trans-
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formations reported by NDErs. The substantial majority of NDErs
interviewed by me and other researchers spoke of becoming more
loving, more caring, more compassionate, and more appreciative of
life (Moody 1975, 1977; Ring, 1980, 1984; Sabom, 1982; Gallup,
1982).

DICKENS'S A CHRISTMAS CAROL

The story of A Christmas Carol is, of course, the transformation of
Ebenezer Scrooge from a very negative-minded, cynical, insensitive,
selfish, and lonely individual into a loving, kind, generous soul who
"became as good a friend, as good a master, and as good a man, as
the good old city knew, or any other good old city, town, or
borough, in the good old world." This remarkable transformation is

accomplished through a process that, while lacking many of the
elements of an NDE as current research has studied the phenomenon,
nonetheless exhibits many NDE-like qualities.

The process by which Scrooge is transformed involves being
confronted with three Spirits-those of Christmas Past, Christmas
Present, and Christmas Future-and witnessing the consequences of
his mean-spiritedness in the lives of others. While not identical to
NDEs, Scrooge's confrontations have much in common with the
life review reported by many NDErs. In particular, NDErs under-
going a life review observe and experience the consequences of their
actions for others and come to realize and deeply regret not having
shown love to others.

In terms of the weighted core experience index (WCEI) developed
by Ring (1980), A Christmas Carol exhibits the elements of encoun-
tering visible "spirits" and taking stock of one's life, each of which
constitutes a score of three on Ring's index of 29 possible points.

In addition, Scrooge's encounters with the three ghosts also
include some aspects of seeing light (2 points) and seeing beautiful
colors (1 point). For example, as Scrooge encounters the first ghost,
that of Christmas Past,

Light flashed up in the room upon the instant, and the curtains of his
bed were drawn . . . . But the strangest thing about it was, that from the
crown of its head there sprung a bright clear jet of light by which all this
was visible ... (pp. 23-24)

As the second ghost arrives, Scrooge sees a source of light that
appears to be in the room adjoining his bedroom but soon enters
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the bedroom, which

. . . had undergone a surprising transformation. The walls and ceiling were
so hung with living green, that it looked a perfect grove . . . (pp. 38-39)

Thus, depending on how one interprets the events in Scrooge's
encounters with the three Spirits, Ring's index would score his
experiences from six to twelve on the scale. Ring's criteria judge
any scale score less than 6 as failing to constitute a core experience,
with scores from 6 to 9 constituting a moderate experience and
scores more than 10 deep experiences (Ring, 1980). Thus, in Ring's
terms, Scrooge's encounters can be regarded as the equivalents of
moderate core experiences, as reported by 22% to 26%, respectively,
of the NDErs he interviewed.

It is important, however, to emphasize that Ring and other re-
searchers began with reported NDEs and used the WCEI to place
such experiences in the context of others. I believe the WCEI is also
a useful instrument for exploring the extent to which passages in
literature are like NDE accounts.

But perhaps more significant than such general similarities be-
tween Scrooge's experiences and NDEs are the parallels between the
transformative capacities of Scrooge's experiences, which are similar
to NDEs, and the virtually identical moral and ethical views he and
NDErs "come back" with. Like George Ritchie, a noted NDEr whose
account of his experience as a soldier suffering from pneumonia in
1943 originally inspired Moody to conduct his studies, Scrooge is
taken on a tour by a spirit (in Ritchie's case, identified as Christ)
and, invisible, is allowed to witness the consequences of his actions
on others (Ritchie and Sherrill, 1978). While Ritchie's experience
was more generalized in the sense that he saw how deceased souls
tried to "break through" to the material realm and were in essence
"punished" by the impossibility of doing so or the futility of trying
to attain sensual satisfactions when they no longer had bodies,

Scrooge, in a manner similar to many NDErb' life reviews, is able to

witness the consequences of his callousness toward others in their

disdain for him and their indifference at his death.
Most significant is the transformational similarity, both in attitude

and behavior. Like Scrooge, many NDErs report a substantial in-

crease in helping others. As one NDEr, a man in his thirties, told me,

Before my experience, my attitude was that people have to help them-
selves. I had a pretty cynical attitude toward people. Now, I help other
people a lot. The basic reason is, I've seen the Light. Anybody who can say
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that knows the story, knows the whole ball of wax-that helping people
is what we should do. It's beautiful to help people. That's the whole point.
To observe the results-the beauty, the love.

Another person, an older lady, summarized the essence of what
she had learned from her NDE in a way that Scrooge might well
have echoed:

The NDE answered all my value questions completely. It summarized for
me what is important in life. Giving of love is sufficiently important. A lot
of things people think are important aren't. Basically, the human heart is
what it's all about and the rest isn't very important. The NDE confirmed
this for me.

LOVE AND IMMORTALITY IN DICKENS

In addition to A Christmas Carol, a number of other works of
Dickens contain deathbed scenes with elements similar to those
reported by NDErs. In Nicholas Nickelby, for example, Smike, a
poor boy victimized by the ruthlessness of an acquisitive society,
speaks while he is dying of "beautiful gardens, which he said stretched
out before him, and were filled with figures of men, women, and
many children, all with light upon their faces; then, whispered that
it was Eden-and so died" (1839, p. 239).

Likewise, the death of Little Nell in The Old Curiosity Shop
includes elements reminiscent of NDEs:

"Oh! The glory of the sudden burst of light ... -all, everything, so beauti-
ful and happy! It was like passing from death to life; it was drawing nearer
Heaven" (1840, p. 398).

Though there are no specific references to a tunnel or other NDE-
like phenomena other than the light, that passage is, according to
critic Dennis Walder, "a representation of the belief that after death

there is a resurrection, when man will come face to face with God,
the source of all light. Nell's final 'assumption' is prefigured by
that burst of light-an image reinforced by recurrent references to
light ... in the novel" (1981, p. 78).

These and similar references to NDE-like phenomena in Dickens,
while not as clearly similar to Ring- and Moody-type patterns of
NDEs, reflect a set of thematic concerns apparent throughout

Dickens's work that are similar to the kinds of moral and ethical
emphases stressed by NDErs as central to the "lessons" their experi-
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ences gave them. Specifically, Dickens was strongly concerned with
the injustices and inequities of his society and strove in his writings
to make people aware of the sufferings of the poor. Oliver Twist
(1837-1838) as well as other works such as Bleak House (1853)
and Dombey and Son, (1848), sought to show how selfishness as well
as dogmatic, uncompassionate forms of Christianity could and did
lead to misery for the dispossessed.

Coupled with this strong social concern was a view that society
could be transformed through the moral actions and example of
individuals such as Little Nell, Florence Dombey, and Amy Dorrit.
In Dombey a,,d Son, for example, the Scrooge-like Mr. Dombey is
saved by the infinitely forgiving love of his daughter Florence, who
comes to him after his passion for financial gain has been broken by
economic and moral ruin.

Dickens strongly favored those kinds of Christianity involving
direct compassionate efforts for the poor and unfortunate, as opposed
to what he regarded as the hypocrisy and puritanicalness that often
condemned and neglected victims of society. He also had a tendency
to portray and symbolize love in the form of young, saintly women
who die and attain not only a kind of immortality, but affirm the
love and compassion they personify. This idealization had its root in
a relationship and event that had a central impact on Dickens: his
platonic love and veneration for his sister-in-law, Mary Hogarth, who
died suddenly and unexpectedly at the age of seventeen in Dickens's
arms in May, 1837.

Dickens's biographers agree that Mary Hogarth's death and his sub-
sequent emotional obsession with her idealized memory had a pro-
found, lasting impact on him and affected his work substantially,

both in terms of the thematic emphases of his works and with regard
to the many young women like Mary who are major figures in his
works. Dickens dreamed of Mary nightly for months after her death
and regarded her as the epitome of virtue and compassion. Moreover,
his deep devotion to her memory caused bun to believe in a here-

after. According to Dickens's major modern biographer, Edgar
Johnson,

It is impossible to exaggerate the significance of this early love and early
sorrow for Dickens. His devotion to Mary was an emotion unique in his
entire life, not only more enduring and unchanging than any other, but
one that touched his being in a way no other did. (1952, p. 203)

The extent to which Dickens's concern with the afterlife was con-
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ditioned by his grief for Mary is apparent in a letter he wrote to a
friend who was bereaved at the loss of a daughter:

I lost in one short night a young and lovely creature whom-I can say even
to you now-I loved with the warmest affection that our nature is
capable of. The first burst of anguish over, I have never thought of her
with pain-never. I have never connected her idea with the grave in which
she lies . . . . I have long since learnt to separate her from all this litter of
dust and ashes and to picture her to myself with every well-remembered
grace and beauty heightened by the light of Heaven .... (Johnson, 1952,
p. 201)

Thus, the death of Mary and its continued impact on Dickens's
life meant that "the idea of blissful reunification after death took a
powerful hold upon his mind" (Walder, 1981, p. 28). However, it
would be wrong to assume that this was in isolation from Dickens's
social concerns. Throughout his life, Dickens sought through his
literature to bring about a "change of heart" in his readers and in
society in general. He upheld love of neighbor and charity as the
epitome of virtues. Though he was very much aware how unjust
social institutions and values prevent the actualization of such love,
he saw a transcendental realm as the source of the love that performed
saving acts in the lives of the unfortunates he portrayed.

Perhaps nowhere is this link between earthly benevolence and the
light of love emphasized by NDErs so apparent as in this passage
regarding the death of Little Nell in The Old Curiosity Shop:

There is nothing, no, nothing innocent and good, that dies and is for-
gotten. Let us hold to that faith, or none. There is not an angel added to
the Host of Heaven but does its blessed work in those that loved it here.
Forgotten! oh, if the good deeds of human creatures could be traced to
their source, how beautiful would even death appear; for how much
charity, mercy, and purified affection, would be seen to have their growth
in dusty graves! (1840, p. 406)

HUGO'S MYSTIC VISIONS AND THE
COMPASSIONATE IMPERATIVE

The same theme of social injustice and misery alleviated by the
saving power of a transcendently based love found in Dickens is also

central to the theme of Victor Hugo's masterpiece, Les Miserables.
Neither Victor Hugo's classic nor his other works I will discuss
briefly here contain detailed accounts of NDE-like experiences.
However, they do contain intriguing references to NDE-like
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phenomena and thematic elements parallel to the major moral lessons
of love and compassion reported by NDErs.

Les Miserables, perhaps Hugo's best known and most widely read
work, focuses on a dramatic transformation caused by an exceptional
act of love and forgiveness. Jean Valjean, the hero of the novel, is
a poor workman who is sent to the galleys in early nineteenth-century
France for stealing a loaf of bread to feed his starving sister and her
family. He makes repeated efforts to escape, which add to his sen-
tence, but after nineteen years is released. He wanders the country-
side and is repeatedly rebuffed by innkeepers and others when
he asks for a night's food and lodging. Finally, a kindly bishop wel-
comes him, feeds him, and gives him a place to sleep.

Bitter and disillusioned because of his painful life, Valjean awakes
in the middle of the night, takes the bishop's silver plates, and steals
away from the rectory. Picked up by thegendarme, Valjean is brought
back to the bishop. Expecting to be angrily accused, and then re-
imprisoned and sent back to the galleys, Valjean instead is astounded
to find the bishop asserting to the police that the silver plates had
been given to the ex-convict. In an extraordinarily moving scene,
the bishop tells Valjean to take two silver candlesticks as well, and
tells the wretched man that his soul has been redeemed through
forgiveness.

Soon thereafter, Valjean leaves and establishes himself in another
town as a highly successful, extremely benevolent factory owner who
engages in a great deal of service to the townspeople. A police
commissioner who had known him in the galleys, however, discovers
Valjean, and the transformed man is returned, only to escape again.

Finally, after many other events, Valjean is placed in a situation
where he could take his tormenter's life, but he forgives him instead.
Overcome, Javert, the convict's pursuer, commits suicide after him-
self letting Valjean go.

While Les Miserables is a very complex novel full of characters
and happenings not dealt with in the brief summary above, its major
theme is the transformative power of love, particularly love in the
form of forgiveness. Moreover, in the figures of the bishop and
Valjean, on the one hand, and Javert on the other, we have characters
who symbolize what might be termed, respectively, the morality of
love and forgiveness on the one hand, and the morality of guilt, law,
and punishment on the other, and the ultimate triumph of the
former over the latter. This same theme, interestingly enough, was
also central to most of Dickens's works, in which Old Testament
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harshness, which is seen as the source of misery and pain, is con-
trasted with New Testament compassion, which heals and trans-
forms such Dickens characters as Oliver Twist and David Copper-
field, among others.

One of the major lessons of the NDE that many experiencers
report is that they become much less judgmental as a consequence
of what they have learned. The overwhelming love they encounter
in the Light is similar in many respects to the striking love the bishop
shows to Valjean. And, like so many NDErs who have been
judgmental and even, in some cases, bitter before their experience,
Valjean becomes transformed in such a way that he is able to extend
the love he has been shown to others.

One NDEr I interviewed, for example, reported that he was very
judgmental before his experience, even, in many instances, acting as
the equivalent of a policeman toward those whom he believed were
guilty of such things as traffic offenses. His experience, like that of
many other NDErs, changed this dramatically.

I was much less judgmental after the NDE. Before I was so righteous,
so judgmental. "Justice" was so important that I would be doing the
policeman's work to see that justice was done. I mean, I would chase
people, like a cop does, people who had cut me off in traffic or something
like that. A minimum requirement for another person related to incidents
like this would be a realization on their part that they had done wrong,
and that I was right. But that would never happen now. Now, nobody can
offend me. I have to smile because I realized how much I've changed since
the experience.

Another NDEr described his changed outlook the following way:

I just can't condemn people anymore, even if they're "bad" people according
to society. You can accept any kind of person for him or herself, no
categories.

In addition to these transformational similarities, Les Miserables
also contains brief but very intriguing references to NDE-like
phenomena. One of the major acts of kindness Valjean engages in

after his transformation is taking in and caring for a starving pregnant
woman named Fantine. Despite his best efforts, the woman dies.
Hugo describes the scene as follows:

Jean Valjean took Fantine's head in his hands and arranged it on the
pillow, as mother would have done for her child ... This done, he closed
her eyes.
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The face of Fantine, at this instant, seemed strangely illumined.
Death is the entrance into the great light. (1963, p. 94)

Unfortunately, Hugo doesn't elaborate on the last statement. At
the very end of the book, however, he again makes reference to
NDE-like phenomena, particularly the Light, in his description of
Vaijean's death:

From moment to moment, Jean Valjean grew weaker . ... The light of
the unknown world was already visible in his eye.

And Valjean's last words are,

Love each other dearly always. There is scarcely anything else in the world
but that; to love one another .... I see a light ... I die happy .... (1963,
pp. 331-333)

How can such references, also apparent in some of Hugo's other
works, be accounted for?

First, there are interesting parallels between Dickens and Hugo.
Both were strongly influenced by the deaths of young women they
knew well. While Dickens, as we have seen, was motivated to under-
stand immortality by the sudden death of his sister-in-law, the 1843
death of Hugo's eighteen-year-old daughter Leopoldine in a boating
accident had a profound impact on his life and prompted his curiosity
concerning the afterlife.

As Mary Hogarth was to Dickens, Leopoldine Hugo was very close
to her father, a kind of alter ego for him. His eldest child, she
"showed spirit and good sense, and seemed to understand her father
very well. In appearance she resembled him quite strongly . . . and
was not only quite beautiful, but had eyes shining with the joy of
life. As a grown girl she would read to him when his eyes gave him
trouble; she would answer letters for him when he was overwhelmed
by correspondence. Almost hungrily he loved her" (Josephson, 1942,
p. 253).

As Dickens was crushed by Mary's death, the impact on Hugo was
equally as strong, and led to similar kinds of idealization, as well as

ruminations about the possibility of her continued spiritual existence:

"She was too happy, she had everything, beauty, mind, youth, love. Her
complete happiness made me tremble for her a little. God did not desire

a paradise on earth." Thus he babbled out his despair to the friends who
called or wrote him. No loss, one feels, had struck him so hard, and none
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would ever wound him so sorely again. . . . Stricken, he . . . sits writing
verses to Leopoldine that call back her soul. (Josephson, 1942, p. 255)

In the words of another biographer, Henri Peyre,

The honors he received in the political activities he was involved in did
very little to brighten the gloom that Hugo felt developing within him.
He had become a poet of darkness and was obsessed with death and what
might be beyond it. . . . For about ten years after the death of his daughter,
the grieving father reflected slowly but surely on life after death and
communication with the dead. (1981, pp. 5-7)

This, in conjunction with other life experiences, particularly his
tumultuous political life, which led to his exile in the 1850s, even-
tually culminated in Hugo's strong interest and involvement in
spiritualistic practices under the direction of a well-known medium
of the time. His contacts with the spirit realm were published after
his death. They began with his communicating with Leopoldine and
later involved contacting and receiving messages from "a whole
series of great men, including Shakespeare. In all good faith, Hugo
inspired their responses and heard them confirming his philosophical
and sometimes literary and political views" (Peyre, 1981, p.8).

Hugo's mysticism had a profound impact on his life. His concerns
with the afterlife led to a great deal of mystical poetry in which he
attempted to set forth his view of God as love:

He feverishly composed philosophical meditations, apocalyptic prophesies,
and esoteric epics presenting the transmigration of souls and the purifi-
cation of the wicked by charitable forgiveness, and he attributed long
passages in his works to God, Christ, and the Devil. Thus he replaced
what he considered implacable and narrow-minded in Christianity by a
religion that, while retaining Christianity's best aspects, would go beyond
it . ...

His ideas were very much his own, and they were the result of his
anguish, of his desperate need to believe in something, and of his conviction
that morals, history, and politics all had to have a meaning that lay beyond
the confines of human life. (Peyre, 1981, pp. 9-10)

In his poetry, Hugo continually affirmed his belief that the essence
of God is love. This was often coupled with an identification of God
with light and knowledge (similar to many NDE accounts), as in his
poem "God":

Knowledge is life; and life is law. Adoration
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Is knowledge; and the celestial gates welcome those who wish to
enter.

Whatever man's struggles and troubles and trials,
Each time that he, humble and overwhelmed by doubt,
Grasps a new fact in the darkness, he has had a taste
Of God, of light and of eternity.
And so it should be. It is one step closer to the light.
(Peyre, 1981, p. 80)

In another poem, The End of Satan, hailed as a masterpiece of
philosophical insight and profundity, Hugo views Satan as desiring
God's love and history ending with God's forgiveness of him. But
even more striking is Hugo's depiction of human history and progress
as an NDE-like experience. In a speech given in Brussels at a gathering
of distinguished individuals in honor of the success of Les Miserables,
he described history as what might be regarded as a kind of macro-
cosmic NDE:

The tunnel is long, obscure, and terrible .... But in the nineteenth century,
since the French Revolution, there has been hope and certainty. Before us,
a point of light appears. It grows, it grows from moment to moment, the
future, fulfillment, the end of our miseries, the dawn of joy! The hour
approaches when humanity, delivered from the dark tunnel, suddenly
brought face-to-face with the sunlight of the ideal, will make its sublime
escape into the dazzling sunlight! (Josephson, 1942, p. 448)

Like Dickens, Hugo was strongly concerned with the plight of
the poor. As a leading political figure, he supported efforts to amelio-
rate their condition. Moreover, also like Dickens, Hugo had no use
for, and was often actively hostile to, those forms of organized
Christianity that failed to concentrate on, or even undermined,
charitableness and compassion.

Thus, both Dickens and Hugo shared tragic losses that formed the
basis of their belief in the afterlife. But rather than using such mysti-
cal visions as an escape or retreat from life, they saw the misery and
degradation of their societies as transcendable through compassion,
a profound love and concern rooted in the supernatural. Perhaps no-
where is this better expressed than in Dickens's elegy on the death

of Little Nell in The Old Curiosity Shop:

When Death strikes down the innocent and young, for every fragile form
from which he lets the panting spirit free, a hundred virtues rise, in the
shapes of mercy, charity, and love, to walk the earth and bless it. Of
every tear that sorrowing mortals shed on such green graves, some good is
born, some gentler nature comes. In the Destroyer's steps there spring up
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bright creations that defy his power, and his dark path becomes a way of
light to Heaven. (1840, p. 544)

WILDER'S OUR TOWN AND A TRANSFORMING LIFE REVIEW

The same interconnectedness of love, compassion, and the after-
life, symbolized in the death and NDE-like experiences of a young
woman who comes to affirm life fully only after death, is also a
central theme of Thornton Wilder's play Our Town. In the words of
critic Brooks Atkinson, the play "transmutes the simple events of
human life into universal reverie . . . . By stripping the play of
everything that is not essential, Mr. Wilder has given it a profound,
strange, unworldly significance. In contrast to the universe that is
swimming around it, it is brimming over with compassion" (1938,
p. 18).

The play begins with what appears at first to be a depiction of the
normal events in a rather typical small American town around the
turn of the century. Wilder deliberately emphasizes what are consi-
dered to be the small, inconsequential happenings of life-people
saying hello to those they encounter on a daily basis, boys playing
baseball, etc. But as we get more into the play, Wilder's purpose
is much more meaningful than we have been led to believe. In
particular, he shows that the mundane lives of his characters have
universal significance. In one early scene between a brother and
sister, he makes this explicit by her reference to a letter she had
received addressed not only to her at Grover's Corners, New
Hampshire, but the United States, the Western Hemisphere, the
Earth, the Solar System, the Milky Way, the Universe, the Mind of
God. "What do you know!" exclaims her brother.

This raising of the mundane to universal, and ultimately divine,

significance is a major theme that appears in the replies of NDErs
when asked about the meaning and lessons of their experiences.
Particularly, though not exclusively, among those who report life
reviews, NDErs state that what had seemed to be the least important
happenings in their lives-everyday occurrences they had largely
forgotten about-were raised to substantial significance, whereas
the "important" happenings were relegated to lesser, even minor,
importance.

The final act of the play takes place in a cemetery, several years
after the previous act. Young Emily Webb has died in childbirth,
and after her funeral enters the realm of the afterlife with other
deceased members of the community.
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Though there are none of the characteristic NDE patterns of
being out of body, going through a tunnel, encountering the Light,
etc. (Emily merely walks out from the midst of the mourners into
the group of the deceased, who sit quietly), her reception by those
who went in death before her is reminiscent of many NDErs' accounts
of encountering deceased relatives and friends who serve as "guides"
to the afterlife. In particular, Emily's mother-in-law helps and
counsels her, as do others she has known in life.

At first, Emily is still concerned with matters pertaining to her
"worldly" existence. She thanks her mother-in-law for providing,
through a legacy of several hundred dollars, the means for improving
her and George's farm. Soon, however, Emily begins to realize that,
as she puts it, "Live people don't understand, do they? . . . They're
sort of shut up in little boxes, aren't they?"

Despite this, Emily decides she wants to relive and witness a day
in her life-her twelfth birthday. Though her fellow-deceased try to
dissuade her, Emily insists on what might be termed a "mini-life
review." Though at first delighted, she soon becomes distraught at
the way in which she and her family failed to fully live and to appre-
ciate the richness and beauty of their.apparently mundane-lives.
Upon returning to her eternal abode, she cries out, "Oh, earth,
you're too wonderful for anybody to realize you. Do any human

beings ever realize life while they live it-every, every minute?"
In general the attitude toward life that Wilder portrays in Our

Town is not only similar, but virtually identical to what NDErs
proclaim as the basic "lesson" of their experience. Both Act III in
Our Town and NDEs are, at least on the surface, "about" death.
But even more, they are about life. As one NDEr told me,

The near-death experience is not really about death, but about life. The
new joy of living, for others as well as themselves, that NDErs exhibit is
a beacon that can reaffirm what is truly important in human existence,
and can serve to inspire others.

These views are apparent throughout the works of Dickens, Hugo,
and Wilder in the ways each shows how the tragic, untimely deaths
of young women who symbolize love and compassion paradoxically
confirm and strengthen these virtues rather than undermine them.
It is especially apparent in Our Town, where Wilder's use of Emily
Webb's review of her life deepens her appreciation of it. As biographer
Rex Burbank observed:
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Emily can appreciate the value of life because she has lost it. From the
vantage point of eternity she sees that it is largely wasted and that its
tragedy lies in the failure of human beings to feel-as she does as she ob-
serves the scene of her twelfth birthday-the full intensity of each moment,
good or bad, through the agency of consciousness-love. The moral order
of which [the characters in Our Town] are a part and of which they fall
short is one in which love is the highest law. (1978, pp. 81-82)

In a preface to an edition of his early dramatic works, Wilder
stated that in his works he desired to state religious, specifically
Christian, themes in a new, fresh manner free of the dogmatism and
narrowness of the ways they had been expressed by much of or-
ganized religion. In this sense, as in others, Wilder's overall purposes
are similar to those of Dickens:

I hope . . . to discover the spirit that is not unequal to the elevation of
the great religious themes, yet which does not fall into repellent
didacticism . . . . The intermittent sincerity of generations of clergymen
and teachers has rendered embarrassing and even ridiculous all the terms of
the spiritual life. (Wilder, 1928, p. 3)

Like Dickens, Wilder used a young woman of high ideals to convey
his message of the primacy of love. And Wilder's Emily, like the

young women in Dickens's works, conveys love's centrality after a
transformation brought about by death. Thus, for Dickens, Wilder,
and NDErs alike, death, rather than being ultimately tragic, can be
an opportunity to unveil and affirm love as the ultimate value.

Many NDErs maintain that it is not. the experience itself that is

the real "point" of the phenomenon, but the Love of the Light they
feel and try to "bring back" with them and put into practice. Like-
wise, for both Dickens and Wilder, immortality is not an end in
itself, but rather an important element of their work that conveys

the ultimate message that "lack of sensitivity to other human
beings-particularly the failure to respond to life with love-is the
greatest cause of suffering and, therefore, the greatest cause of

tragedy ... "(Burbank, 1978, p. 130).
Conversely, both Dickens and Wilder affirmed that love is the

essence of existence, an essence that is not fully apparent without an
eternal perspective. In two passages from Wilder's works he clearly
shows the bond between immortality and love, a bond many NDErs
have said they felt deeply in their experiences. The first passage is a
statement by Wilder's alter ego, the Stage Manager of Our Town,
a part Wilder himself often played:
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Now I'm going to tell you some things you know already. You know 'em
as well as I do, but you don't take'm out and look at 'em very often. I
don't care what they say with their mouths-everybody knows that
something is eternal. And it ain't houses, and it ain't names, and it ain't
earth, and it ain't even the stars . . . everybody knows in their bones that
something is eternal, and that something has to do with human beings.
All the greatest people ever lived have been telling us that for five
thousand years, and yet you'd be surprised how people are always losing
hold of it. There's something deep down that's eternal about every human
being. (Pause) You know as well as I do that the dead don't stay interested
in us living people very long. Gradually, gradually, they let hold of the
earth . . . and the ambitions they had .. . and the things they suffered .. .
and the people they loved. They get weaned away from earth .... They're
waitin'. They're waitin' for something that they feel is coming . Something
important and great. Aren't they waitin' for the eternal part of them to
come out clear?

That "eternal part of human beings," for Dickens and Hugo as
well as Wilder, is, of course, love. In a work that established his repu-
tation, Wilder examined the lives of three individuals who had died
suddenly in the collapse of a bridge in Peru and found that each had,
in different ways, learned that love for others is the most important
value in life. The Bridge of San Luis Rey- ends with Wilder's message,
which, like that of Our Town, is in all essentials the same as what
Dickens and Hugo as well as NDErs proclaim as the deepest lessons
of their experiences:

The love will have been enough; all those impulses of love return to the
love that made them. Even memory is not necessary for love. There is a
land of the living and a land of the dead and the bridge is love, the only
survival, the only meaning. (1928, p. 132)
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ABSTRACT

This paper reports on a continuing study of the near-death experience (NDE)
occurring among those who were clinically dead or close to death as a result
of combat operations. Volunteers were obtained through a series of announce-
ments in national military publications. Elements of the prototypical NDE seem
to be reflected in the combat NDEs reported, but full integration of the experi-
ence may be retarded by the need to integrate other traumas arising from the
individual's battlefield experiences. These cases require particularly supportive
and non-judgmental interviewing, to include appropriate follow-up. Some
suggestions are made for application in training and counseling. Conclusions will
be presented in a later paper, upon completion of the study.

INTRODUCTION

Since the more popular awareness of near-death phenomena that
began with the publication of Raymond Moody's anecdotal survey
(1975), a number of additional surveys and systematic studies of
the topic have been published (Gallup, 1982; Kastenbaum, 1979;
Lundahl, 1982; Ring, 1980; Sabom, 1982), and others are in progress.
Much of the research to date has focused on the experiences of the
general population, with a significant portion of the data being
gathered from interviews with those hospitalized with various ill-
nesses and trauma.

Although investigation of the near-death experience (NDE) is
still in its beginning phases, the work reported thus far has, at the
very least, established that the NDE is a subject worthy of continuing
inquiry, and that its incidence seems fairly widespread. Indeed, it
has been estimated that as many as 8 million Americans may have

had an NDE (Gallup, 1982).
In addition to a variety of current efforts to further quantify

these experiences in general, some work is beginning that is par-
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ticularly addressed to the reports from specific types and sub-group
categories of NDEs; e.g., those of young children, various religious
groups, non-Western cultures, and others, as well as a planned study
of NDEs perceived as "negative." Included among these new projects
is my own current work in the collection of the near-death reports of
combat veterans.

Reports from soldiers who have had unusual experiences while
coming close to death in battle have appeared in the literature from
time to time throughout history. A fairly extensive and detailed
account appeared in Plato's Republic (Bloom, 1968, pp. 297-303)
that recounts the tale of a warrior, thought dead on the battlefield,
who returned to life on the funeral pyre and spoke of his journey
to the "other world." One Civil War case concerned the experiences
of a dying Union sergeant in 1862 and his perceptions of his distant
family (Knight, 1969, pp. 382-383). A British World War I aviator
told of his observations of rescue efforts following a plane crash and
of his feelings of peace and contentment as he viewed the events
from "a point of view about 200 feet vertically above [his body]"
(Broad, 1962, pp. 169-172). Another near-death encounter has
been shared by writer John Bennett. He described his out-of-body
experience (OBE) during a 1918 battle, and told how he woke up
"outside my own body" (Bennett, 1983, pp. 3-5). Speaking of
events occurring inside the field hospital, at a time when his own

body was apparently "unconscious," he even related that he observed
the physicians working on him in the operating theater. Later, he
commented to his nurse about the type of sutures used to close his
wounds, surprising her with his detailed knowledge of a procedure
that had taken place while he was unconscious. Author Ernest
Hemingway also wrote of a 1918 battle experience. Following the
nearby explosion of an artillery shell, he wrote, "I felt my soul or
something coming right out of my body like you'd pull a silk hand-
kerchief out of a pocket by one corner. It flew around and then
came back in and I wasn't dead anymore" (Audette, 1982, p. 32).

While a variety of other accounts of events on the "threshold of
death" in war have appeared in popular literature over many years,
few, if any, have been the subject of any attempt at systematic
interview. Consequently, a variety of components of the NDE that
we have come to accept as often present (e.g., hearing music, traveling
through a tunnel, seeing a light, communicating with other beings,
reviewing one's life, etc.) are not always commented upon in these
earlier accounts.

Both the shift in our Western Zeitgeist to permit more open
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consideration of the dying process and the recent publication of a
number of writings on the near-death experience in the popular
press and in professional journals have created an appropriate setting
for further detailed exploration of this aspect of the dying experience.
This exploration may yield not only more medical, psychological,
and sociological information about NDEs and their etiology, but may
lead us to a fuller consideration of the effects of this event on the
subsequent life of the experiencer. Numerous assessments of the
impact of the NDE clearly indicate a sharply reduced fear of death,
as well as the potential for significant restructuring of the individual's
approach to personal goals, interpersonal relationships, and global
perspective (Flynn, 1982; Gallup, 1982; Ring, 1980; Ruderman,
1979; Sabom, 1982). It is within this setting that my own work with
military personnel was begun.

METHOD

Beginning in April, 1983, a series of advertisements were placed
in approximately 20 national periodicals, circulated primarily to
active and former members of the U.S. armed forces. Each adver-
tisement solicited contact from combat veterans who had come
close to death when wounded in combat. Editorial interest from
some of the publications also resulted in several articles that more
fully detailed the nature of the study; some periodicals that did not
accept paid advertising ran a "Letter to the Editor" describing the
research and soliciting response from qualified veterans. In addition

to an address for written replies, the announcements also indicated
that collect telephone calls would be accepted.

Interviews were conducted largely by telephone, and respondents
were assured of confidentiality. After obtaining necessary demo-
graphic data, as well as the type of military training and experience
obtained prior to combat, each was asked to describe his "close

brush" with death in combat, and the related physical and psycho-
logical events. Additional questions were asked, as indicated, to
obtain necessary details of any NDEs that were reported.

Interviews often lasted as long as two hours, even when no NDE,

as such, was described. Almost universally, those responding verbal-
ized a great need to talk of their combat experiences and their own

encounters with various death issues, both on and off the battlefield.
Some reported being in psychotherapy for a number of years, yet
never discussing their NDEs or other death-related traumas with

their therapists. (Though not the precise focus of this study, the
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significance of the death confrontation in wartime continues to
emerge from these veterans' accounts, and suggests that these con-
cerns need to be more effectively addressed in the clinical manage-
ment of combat veterans.)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Through 1983, more than 100 replies were received, all from male
veterans. Additional responses continue, many citing delays of many
months after first learning of this investigation of combat NDEs,
reflecting the common reluctance among near-death experiencers to
speak readily of these episodes.

Twenty-four combat-related NDEs have been obtained thus far,
covering the actions of World War II, Korea, and Vietnam. Additional
experiences are still being sought, including those of personnel of
non-U.S. military forces. Work with the present cases involves follow-
up interviews, when necessary, and the completion of structured
questionnaires to quantify and confirm information obtained by
interview.

The following account came from one of the early respondents in
this study. During a brief battle engagement, a 19-year-old infantry-
man sustained a gunshot wound of the chest, resulting in liver damage
and heavy loss of blood. Evacuated for immediate treatment, he
remained in critical condition. Shortly after surgery, although still
apparently unconscious, he became aware that he was "floating"
about three feet above the heads of a group of physicians and nurses
surrounding his bed. He had the sensation of a deep inner peace and
could view the most beautiful blue sky he had ever seen. He was
aware of the radiation of an intensely bright, yet soft, light. It was
as if he were on "another planet." At this point, the soldier "knew"
that he was dying, but felt that much in his life remained to be
completed. Almost immediately, a soft, gentle voice spoke to him
and asked why he wanted to return. "To complete my purpose in
life," replied the young man. The voice explained that he had a
choice, but that many others were there who could not return.
Waking consciousness quickly returned to his body, as he heard the
attending nurse saying, "Thank God, you're back - we almost gave
you up."

In the years following that episode, the man shared his experience
with only a very few people; to this day, not all members of his
immediate family have been told of it. Now nearing retirement,
he remains active in his church but states that the knowledge gained
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during his battlefield NDE has left him with perceptions and attitudes
toward life and death that can sometimes be at variance with tra-
ditional religious teachings. He reports no fear of death, a continuing
sense of the purposefulness of life, and a positive outlook that has

remained since the above incident during World War II.
Though presented here only in summary, the account neatly

illustrates many of the elements reported by other experiencers;
e.g., the sense of being out of one's body, the observation of others
from an elevated position, a sense of peace, perception of scenes of
beauty, contact with a presence or voice, a decision to "return,"
and a sustained and positive attitude.

For some experiencers, even while the combat NDE presents
qualities of peace, love, and joy, it simultaneously raises profound
issues and questions. Such a situation is apparent in the story of a
young Army veteran, Tom (not his real name), who served in Vietnam
in 1968:

My unit had been sent by helicopter into the [combat area]. . . . I
crawled up to an enemy bunker, threw several grenades, then ran back
down the trail. My left foot hit the trigger release of a land mine, and
the explosion lifted me off the ground. All of a sudden, everything went
into slow motion, and I was moving upward, into blackness... .. I had
total awareness, but not through my senses. . . . I felt I had been com-
pressed down to the size of a fist and was being drawn upwards, past the
blackness, through a tube with a bright light at the end ... felt complete,
utter peace . . . total comprehension. . . total understanding.

On the ground below me I could see the body of my squad leader,
who had been killed in the same mine explosion. . . . I could hear the
gurgling from his throat wound. Then, I wasn't aware of the earth any-
more - the light had my total attention. I felt no pain and no desire to
return. There was a loud ringing, not painful, but melodious, like chimes
or temple bells. As I was drawn nearer to the light; it became larger,
brighter and warmer. I realized that I could not go beyond a certain
point, and knew that I would have to return. As I approached, I could
feel a force telling me that I had to go back now, even though I didn't
want to. This wasn't in words, but was an absolute impression. Thoughts
were being transmitted, and there was no need to speak.

As I got .closer to the light, I felt the presence of other beings on the
right and left of me, but my intense concentration on the light made it
impossible to see them. The light was love . . . and everything that was
beautiful . . . no adequate adjectives to describe it. I so strongly wanted
to go forward, but I could feel myself, almost forcefully, being sent back.
It was as if I was being cradled in the arms of God.... I was just being laid
back into my body . . . in absolute slow motion. At that moment, I could
feel a heavy weight on me and I began pounding the ground in anger.
I just didn't want to be there.
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It's impossible for me to put the depth of the total experience into
words. The biggest shock to me about this experience was that I was in
the middle of a war zone, and had just finished taking a life. I wasn't
thinking of God, Heaven or Hell.

As a result of his wounds, Tom's right leg was amputated, he lost
a finger from his left hand, and he sustained a variety of other
shrapnel wounds to his body and limbs. The impact of the experi-
ence on him is immediately apparent, however, when he states:
"When the medic came over, I started to tell him, 'You're not going
to believe what happened to me!' but we were still under fire and he
made me stay down and be quiet. Later, I told one of the doctors
about it, but he said, 'Don't worry, your head will clear up.'"

Tom spent the next thirteen months in various U.S. Army hospitals,
healing from his wounds and undergoing rehabilitation and the
fitting of a prosthesis. Physical recovery proceeded without compli-
cation, and he was discharged from the service with a rated "140%"1
disability.

This NDE resulted in a variety of positive changes in Tom's
attitudes and outlook on life, although these changes were not
always immediately obvious. To quote from one of his letters to me:

Since "returning," I am a different person in many ways other than
physical. What I encountered in that very small period of time has changed
my whole way of thinking and looking at life. For the small price of a leg,
I received a "guarantee" of what most people only hope to be true. If
all people could peek into the keyhole I did back then, our individual,
national and global priorities would be radically altered forever.

Simultaneously with these feelings, however, Tom continued to
struggle with a variety of problems following his discharge. He has
expressed guilt over the death of his squad leader, killed in the same
explosion that injured Tom. Tom feels some responsibility, since he

was the one to trip the mine. Then, too, he's been attempting to
integrate the seeming inconsistency of his transcendental NDE with

the fact that he had "just finished taking a life" seconds before.
Further, Tom has not been exempt from the problems manifested

by many returning Vietnam veterans. He developed a drug addiction,
served time in prison (he says he was a "non-model" prisoner),
attempted suicide, and has had two marriages fail. Again, however,
some surprises appear in the years following the war: he earned a
college degree in psychology while holding down a significant job;
he continued into graduate studies in counseling but dropped out,
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feeling he wasn't yet ready for that work. Now, in the second decade
after his discharge from the army, he is beginning to emerge from a
long period of isolation and alienation, during which the potentially
transformative aspects of his battlefield NDE seem to have been
largely eclipsed by a variety of post-war adjustment problems.
Since being in contact with other near-death experiencers, however,
he reports a "new surge of energy" and a "renewed strength" and is
learning to forgive himself. Despite the amputation, he manages to
cycle up to forty miles per day and spends considerable time writing
his thoughts and ideas.

To date, this present study of military NDEs indicates that although
a wide individual diversity exists, the composite experience proceeds
along the general lines already noted by other investigators and cited
here earlier. It should be noted, however, that some cases include
only a brief "out-of-body" episode with no further progress; still
others relate contacts with the "light" or with religious figures while
fully conscious; and reports of the "life review" have been limited.
Many respondents to a nationally circulated request for combat
veterans who have come "close to death" in battle describe no NDE
but speak of their tremendous struggle to remain conscious, despite
serious wounds, in order to extricate themselves and others from
hostile fire. This implies an interesting question: Does the combat
situation yield fewer NDEs, when compared to typical civilian life-
threatening circumstances? Continued research and analysis may
lead us to a conclusion.

While the overwhelming percentage of NDEs reported in the
literature are generally classified as "positive" in content, this evalu-
ation is not necessarily universal. Indeed, the contents of an NDE
may be experienced as having both "positive" and "negative" fea-
tures, as in the picture presented by another veteran, following a
helicopter crash in Vietnam:

It was peaceful and cool. . .. I could see others like myself, just sort of
floating around only inches off the ground . . . dead [Viet Cong], only
they are like myself. . . Our eyes meet, but there are no hard feelings
between us, just something we have in common....

I'm seeing for the first time what I haven't noticed before, faces that
scare me, faces of friends killed a long time ago in different fire fights,
different missions. . . . This really scares me something bad.

And later, during surgery:

It seems that I'm looking down over someone's shoulder, down at my
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lifeless body. . . . What I see is not much of a shock. ... There's nothing
here, it's like I'm still alive, only we don't talk. People walk past you and
you know what they are thinking. . . . We all have the same thing in
common ... we are all dead.

The near-death experiences of this soldier appear to affect nega-
tively his memories of the war and his many combat actions prior
to the helicopter crash. Although he encountered dead comrades and
dead enemy soldiers, he experienced few of the transcendental
elements common to many NDEs; no encounter with a spiritual
being, no gentle and colorful pastoral scenes, and no sense of a
purposeful "return." Poignantly, he has commented:

I'm still having nightmares; at times I have flashbacks. . . . I really don't
want to remember. I'm afraid to sleep, I'm tired of crying in my sleep,
I fear not waking up in the morning.... Oh, God, I'm tired.

Those of us regularly involved in gathering reports from survivors
of these meetings with death cannot come away without being
profoundly moved by the compelling nature of their reports. Even
more moving, I believe, are the cases of combat survivors. There, the
unique context of the experience is an environment of sustained
stress, pain, death, and destruction - truly a place of horror. At
times, this "hell" seems to continue into and influence the NDE
itself; on other occasions, the near-death experience unfolds and
progresses to what respondents often perceive as a spiritual level,
despite the shock and trauma of the external environment.

This very polarity may present problems for the survivor in de-
veloping his own assessment of the experience for his life, as has been
illustrated. Appraisal may be further delayed by the reluctance of
most combat survivors (as well as most near-death survivors in
general) to fully share and explore their experience with comrades
and family, as well as with chaplains, physicians, and nurses with
whom they are in contact shortly following the battlefield events.
As one soldier remarked, "I haven't really told anyone of my experi-
ence of having been out of body. They would think I was a little
crazy.... They would laugh at me .... "

It is, I believe, incumbent upon all of us who hear these tales to
listen carefully and respond supportively, regardless of what we may
believe concerning the biochemical, psychological, or spiritual nature
of the perceptions reported. Since these persons often believe that
they have been dead, it may become, for them, the most significant
event of their lives and should be recognized as such.
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The experience of dying is seldom discussed during military
training. Once in combat, on the other hand, it may become the
most salient feature of the soldier's daily consciousness, once it has
been directly and personally confronted. As one soldier reacted:

My first combat fatality. A lifeless body where only moments before a
heart beat. . . . It is one thing to hear about death; to watch it happen
is quite another. I went over to the nearest tree and vomited my guts
out. Combat training had never prepared me for anything like this.
(Baruch, 1976, p. 92)

Only now, after decades of silence, are our veterans beginning to
emerge, slowly and hesitatingly, with their accounts from the thresh-
old of death. Here, perhaps, are some of the most extraordinary
and meaningful "war stories" to which any of us have ever been
exposed. These portrayals have application, not only in assisting
us to learn more details of the NDE and how it may manifest under
different psychological and physical states, but as a supportive
preparation for those facing combat and as a sustenance to those
who survive them.

The unique environment of the modern battlefield has (unfortu-
nately) provided us with a whole new range of near-death experiences,
tightly interwoven with the fears and fatigue of warfare and often
presented in a milieu of catharsis. Research on these reports needs to
continue and observation made of the changes manifested in the
subsequent lives of these veterans and the lives of those near to them.

Finally, I believe that they can be seen as yet another catalyst for
the societal transformation that may soon be required. One trooper
has summarized his feelings clearly and directly:

There are a number of places where our story must be heard, as well as
a vast number of people who need to hear it. ... Man doesn't really have
the time left. Our priorities are out of order and the cost in human po-
tential leaves me desperate and frustrated because I feel we were sent
back as part of the solution.

NOTE

1. This was the mathematical total of his injuries rated separately,
although his disability payments are limited to 100%.
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A Speculative Response to Kenneth Ring's Paper
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ABSTRACT

This response to a paper by Kenneth Ring (1984) deals with three issues of
broad philosophical import: (1) near-death experiences (NDEs) and the expanded
sense of self-identity; (2) the distinction between postmortem survival and the
experience of premortem eternity; and (3) the relation between NDEs and the
idea of mystery cults, ancient and modern. Four properties in particular are
singled out to identify the expanded NDE-mediated Self: a new attitude toward
the body; the emergence of the observing mind; extended psychic sensitivity;
and the potential for transpersonal love. These features of the NDE are viewed
in light of a model of a more evolved human being, marked especially by a

pacific disposition. Near-death research offers fresh empirical data for individuals
to revise their personal mythology of life and death.

INTRODUCTION

In a recent paper Kenneth Ring (1984) reminded us of the neg-
lected writings of Paul Brunton, an articulate explorer of the human

psyche. But we are indebted to Ring for something else, no less
important; Ring never hesitates to take hold of what is vital in the

study of the near-death experience (NDE) and to raise questions that
touch our deepest concerns. One of the oddities of recent intellectual
life is that the majority of academic philosophers no longer grapple
with the old questions. There are exceptions, of course, but more
often it is the physicists, the biologists, and the psychologists who
speculate on the ancient questions, such as Who are we? Where did
we come from?- and Where are we going? The quest associated with

traditional metaphysics, of forging a synoptic world-view, is no
longer considered the province of philosophy. Our academic philoso-
phers spend their time honing the weapons of analysis, but too
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often use them to attack butterflies and gnats.
Ring's paper raises a number of "big" questions and I wish briefly

to comment on three of them. The first deals with the nature of self
or personal identity and the NDE. The second has to do with the
important distinction between postmortem survival and the pre-
mortem experience of eternity. The third concerns NDEs and the
mystery cults of antiquity. Needless to say, all the problems and
challenges of empirical research remain; however, there is value in
keeping up the dialogue on the larger, philosophical questions
raised by the study of the NDE.

NDEs AND THE AUTHENTIC SELF

Modern philosophers, from David Hume on, have occupied them-
selves with determining criteria for identifying a person. What entitles
me to say that I am the same person I presumably was ten years ago?
Is it my body? My memories? Is it something only I have direct
access to, or is it something I must postulate to make sense of the
supposed unity of my self? Does my identity consist in something
ascribed to me by other people, something publicly observable? Or
perhaps my identity is revealed only in an intimate I-thou relation-
ship. The problem is to sift the marks that help us pick out one
person from another and that help to determine what makes any
person qualify as a person.

These are important philosophical questions, on which hang large
issues, such as the logical possibility of postmortem survival. For
instance, anyone who decided in advance that the notion of dis-
embodied existence was inherently absurd would probably dismiss
out of hand any evidence suggesting postmortem survival. The
concept of self or personal identity may have social and political
implications as well. The Cartesian doctrine of the "ghost in the
machine" has been a favorite whipping boy of contemporary writers,
yet as Noam Chomsky (1975) has argued, the Cartesian concept of
self is the basis of a tradition of "opposition to tyranny, oppression,
and established authority" (p. 132). The later empiricist (Humean)
concept of the person, in which .an essential core of selfhood is
denied, lends itself to a dangerous situation. Writes Chomsky: "If
people are, in fact, malleable and plastic beings with no essential
psychological nature, then why should they not be controlled and
coerced by those who claim authority, special knowledge, and a
unique insight into what is best for those less enlightened?" (p. 132).
It would be interesting to look more closely into this, and show,
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for instance, how the behaviorist concept of self plays into the
hands of Soviet totalitarian repression or Western forms of capitalist
exploitation, but the point here is that the philosophical concept
of self is not 'ust an academic piffle.

There is Jso an older tradition of self concepts, rooted in Greek
philosophy and Hindu spirituality, that addresses the question of
the true, real, or higher self. Here the problem concerns the authen-
ticity question that the empirical NDE bears. The NDE provides
psychological experiences that have tremendous significance for
one's sense of self. In this near-death gnosticism, special experiences
cause a person to identify with a different, larger, authentic self,
"authentic" in contrast to "false," "superficial," "unreal," etc.

Ring stressed at least four marks of the newly discovered self,
"the real me" that emerges from the shadows of pre-NDE existence.
In commenting on these marks, I will try to think of them in relation
to an image of a new kind of human being. NDEs are interesting in
part because they transform people. So we should ask, what will
this new race of overselves (Ring, 1984) be like? Brunton's term
"overself," by the way, has echoes of Ralph Waldo Emerson's
"oversoul," as well as of Friedrich Nietzsche's Ubermensch or
overman. Perhaps the NDE can help us to imagine that possible
descendent of present humanity. The idea of the evolution of human
consciousness has, of course, been around for a long time; the
archetypal NDE at least offers a solid empirical model for what
that evolved consciousness might be like.

Freedom from the Body

The overself, the person who has evolved to the new and higher
self, will be detached from the body in the sense that, having seen it
"die" and having known the elation of a radical freedom, he or she
will cease to feel anxious about its fate. If we identify the ego with
the body, and if the seat of anxiety is the ego, then we can liberate
the energy invested in that anxiety and turn it to a more erotic
experience of the body. For detachment from the body, in short,
profound relaxation, is essential for an erotic sense of reality. So in
this sense the body is liberated, though not despised or condemned;
the old, defeated body is laid aside, but a new spiritual body is
discovered, subtler and more plastic, a body of the imagination.
Indeed, this new body of light, experienced in many NDEs, has a
long spiritual and occult tradition, which can be traced back through
Saint Paul to the gnostics and neoplatonists as well as to the sidereal
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mystery cults of Egypt and Babylonia (Mead, 1967).
A person thus detached from the body is apt to be less driven,

anxiety ridden, and violent, for as Plato said, the cause of all wars
and conflicts, both inner and outer, is, at bottom, bondage to the
needs of the body. So this freedom from the body would make for
a pacific human being, a quality useful in a world where war can no
longer serve anyone's needs. On the other hand, I would not want to
see this detachment carried too far, toward fatalistic passivity. We
must not let our bodies be used as manure to fertilize the ambitions
of the avaricious and the aggressive. Our bodies are also the temples
our higher selves inhabit.

The Observer

The observing quality of consciousness, the capacity for witnessing
and contemplation, is a valuable addition in the model of a new
humanity. Pythagoras said that life was like a festival in which some
men came to compete in the games, some to sell something, and
others, the best, to observe and contemplate. A Marxist might claim
this saying merely enshrines an attitude of privilege, the posture of
a nonproductive Greek aristocrat. But near-death research suggests
the remark hits on a potential of the human mind to become radically
detached from all phenomena, all particular forms, all reflex responses.
Once again the development of this contemplative and esthetic
awareness could have a quieting effect on the human animal; it might
help to subdue our overcharged sympathetic nervous systems and
create a more relaxed, pleasure-loving, pacific human being: a shaman
of peace amid the threat of nuclear destruction.

Here too, though, is the possibility of perversion, if detachment is
carried to sterile estheticism. One thinks, for instance, how some
people employ the notion of "karma" to cover a certain moral
callousness, a cavalier indifference to the injustice and the suffering
of others. There is the danger of becoming detached to the point of
becoming dehumanized. I mention this not to bore the reader with
moralistic patter but to stress that the individuation of the Self is
always a unique and concrete process, and that no qualities, even
those of the higher Self, are immune from the constraints of context.

The Self and the NDE can also be handled in a Jungian framework,
and Ring and I agree that we need to keep looking for better frame-
works and conceptual grids to order and interpret the NDE. Brunton
and Carl Jung (1959) both stressed the category of the transpersonal,
an entity, process, life, form, etc. that is autonomous, logically
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independent from, and over and above the personal mind. But such
a notion does not destroy the personal mind; it only gives it a new
environment to extend its process of development.

For Jung the ego was a process of becoming aware of a larger
process, less restricted by space and time, which he called the Self
or the Objective Psyche. All the great, honorific, abstract terms -
including overself and oversoul and atman and kingdom of God -
seem to point to possible extensions of experience; their main use is,
as William James might have said, to excite the Yes function, to
liberate Eros from submission to Thanatos. Once again the value
in terms of survival would be to help toward the evolution of a
human type that thinks and feels in a universal spirit, that, like
Saint Francis, can see brotherhood and sisterhood in the whole of
creation. The adaptive value of this in a world split into warring
factions, and spellbound by the murderous shibboleths of race,
religion, and ideology, would be considerable.

Extended Psychic Sensitivity

The "real me" that emerges in the NDE also displays extended
psychic sensitivity. Of course, one might imagine malign possibilities
here, but let us instead try to picture an evolved Self that is pacific.
Again, extended psychic sensitivity as a common trait would indeed
have a profoundly transformative effect on humanity. Our overself
would be, as Jesus in the gnostic gospel of Thomas said, radically
honest and open; there could be no secrets because the inner man
would inform the outer man. It would be the end of repression,
and with it the whole cycle of aggression and guilt, the cycle Sigmund
Freud (1961) said in Civilization and Its Discontents is driving us
deeper into war and self-destruction.

Extended psychic sensitivity would make it more natural to be
sympathetic and empathetic toward other beings, to resonate with
the inner worlds of others. Morality would cease to be coercive;
logically, we would still feel only our own feelings, and retain a
monadic center- of autonomy. Cosmic mush would not follow, but
neither would cosmic strife and obtuse insensitivity be the routine

way of being. We needn't go so far as to invoke the concept of
omniscience; all that is necessary is to picture a significant increase of
telepathic receptivity. A telepathically mediated morality plus a
drastic reduction of repression would be quite enough to engender a
revolution in social relationships.
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Supernatural Love

According to Ring, the deepest NDErs experience the kind of love
that forced Dante Alighieri to invent a new word: trasumanar - to
transcend humanity (1962, Canto I, line 70). In the depths of the
NDE a supernatural love is encountered: a love that transcends the
quality of ordinary human love, a love said to be "unconditional,"
though ordinary human love may have intimations of it in its best
moments. Surely any psychologist or philosopher of human potential
interested in empirical models for the evolution of consciousness
must stop and ponder this. Even the smallest hints should be seized
upon here, for what greater discovery could science make than of a
source, buried in the transpersonal depths of humanity, of a super-
natural, transfiguring love? The idea that such a power is latent
within us is staggering.

Some near-death experiencers, at least in the Western world,
identify Christ as the luminous, higher consciousness encountered.
Christ's declaration that the kingdom of God is within us may indeed
be a prophetic statement about the evolution of the possible Self.
Again, Jung is a help here, who said that Christ is the symbol of

the Self, of the process whereby the ego expands to a whole Self.
For Jung (1959, pp. 36-71) this meant that each individual had to
become a Self in an individual way, except that at the center of each
individual was the love that in the end would strike harmonious
chords out of the most jarring notes and protean dynamics. Teilhard
de Chardin (1965) said that evolution is both a complexification and
a centralization of life, a reaching out in many directions, a celebration
of diversity, but in a way that is a homecoming, a converging at the
summit. Such is the Self we might picture as latent in the collective
psyche, the Overself as glimpsed perhaps in the deepest transformative
NDEs.

SURVIVAL AND ETERNITY

Ring makes a crucial distinction in his paper. There seem to be
two ways to escape the anxiety implicit in being creatures mired in
time. One is to continue to move along a horizontal axis. The hope
for survival of bodily death is the hope for this horizontal extension
of the reflective aspect of the mind; constricted and anxiety ridden,
aggressive and exclusive, the ego as an abstraction of the Self craves
to survive in the shallows of time.

But another axis of escape exists: the vertical axis of eternity.
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What is eternity? The most intriguing definition I can think of is
that of Boethius (1962), the sixth-century Roman philosopher.
"Eternity," he said, "is the whole, perfect, and simultaneous pos-
session of infinite life" (p. 115). One quality of this simultaneity is
reflected in near-death reports of panoramic memory. Much more is
meant, no doubt, doomed to languish in the limbo of the ineffable.
One thing we can say: eternity is a quality of the here and now; it
is fullness, the wholeness of infinite life found in the finite. It is not
some vaporous expansion into clouds of nothingness. It is the soul
of transience: ". .. he who kisses the joy as it flies/Lives in eternity's
sunrise" (Blake, 1965, p. 461). Eternity is a way of being, a way in
which all the moments and feelings and energies of the past, even
perhaps of the future, are present and compressed in a form that is
completely alive with the duration of our lives. The formulas of
philosophers and scientists can at best point fingers toward William
Blake's sunrise. Even the poets, mystics, and deep NDErs can only
trace shadows of the brilliance. Eternity is possession of our whole
selves, all our parts and memories revived, hopes fulfilled, angers
transfused by love, loves clarified in spirit. In that way of being,
the tiniest leaf or grain of sand lights up, a wonder, as Blake and
Thomas Traherne (1960) and the Zen painters showed; the peace of
God is here incompatible with the fear of death. Perfect love casteth
out fear. The question of survival, otherwise so urgent, the anxious
need to persist as an isolated, reflective part of consciousness, fades
away.

Once again this quality of consciousness, in which the fullness
of being becomes holographically concentrated in every atom, in
which a heaven may be seen in a wildflower, adds to our image of
a new and pacific humanity. Eternity as the whole and perfect
presence of what is present frees us from regret over the past, from
grasping for the future. It destroys the rationale of Type A personali-
ties, those addicts of linear time. The near-death experience offers a
new concept and experience of time, an expansion of time-sense
evidenced both in flashbacks and prophetic visions, and in that
vertical descent into the presence of the concrete world, into the
unutterable rosebush in the green garden of reality.

THE MYSTERIES: OLD AND NEW

The time in the ancient world when the Mysteries and their
rituals thrived was a time like ours, a period, in Gilbert Murray's
(1951) phrase, of "a failure of nerve." The Roman Empire had lost
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its vitality, the old gods had ceased to evoke the vital force in the
average denizen of the Empire; the mystery cults flourished as
experiential inroads to the wellsprings of the deep psyche. The
Mysteries seem like ritual enactments of the near-death experience,
and if we are to judge by the testimony of the ancients, the winds
of the eternal blew on the brows of many a celebrant. The styles
varied, the symbols were diverse, from the wild Dionysian revels,
which produced ecstasy amid flute call and drum beat, to the
Taurobolian, in which the celebrant soaked himself in the sacred
blood of bulls, to Eleusis, in which the mystes entered the telesterion
loaded on acid to see an apparition of Persephone, the consort of
the god of the underworld. When things worked, one came out
renewed, transformed, high on the gods, high on the images of
eternity. There were many competing forms of this life-enhancing
experience, many paths of experimental near-death.

One of the surprises is that none of them survived; Christianity
won out in the competition. Christ became the archetype of the
Self in the Western world, the road to the death-healing experience,
the symbol that crystallized the collective life force. The old gods
were routed by the help of the new church and its propagandists
and beaten into the dust of oblivion, into the unconscious of the
Western mind.

But now, as we all know, science, a new divinity, has shattered the
power of the old healing archetypes. The Christian symbol of the
Self is in ruins, reduced to a fundamentalist counterfeit, laden with
guilt, an instrument of manipulation; or to a liberal abstraction, a
demythologized entity of dubious status; or simply to a de facto
joke in the eyes of the secular mob of consumer society.

One place the ancient archetype of the Western overself returns
with all the force of the repressed is the hospital deathbed. Amid

the scene of ritual resuscitation where, unfortunately, there are no
hierophants, no guides, no one to help tease out the meaning of the
experience from the afterglow of the memory, there the mythology
of death and enlightenment comes to life, powerful as old, flashing
with transforming light, the heights and the abysses all intact. But
probably for the great majority, arid it would seem we are talking of
millions now, one has to say with T. S. Eliot: "we had the experi-
ence but missed the meaning" (1952, p. 133). Near-death researchers
are helping to resuscitate the meaning and to decipher the Rosetta
Stone of the psyche's ancient mysteries.

Still, there is no reason to cheer too loudly. Meaning is always
born in an individual creative act, a deed as solitary as dying. In the
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present age each of us must create his own myth. The likelihood is
small of reaching a consensus on NDEs, on psi, on anything of
weighty bearing about who we are, where we came from, and where
we are heading, whether it be toward the omega point of human
evolution or toward a global graveyard in a nuclear winter. But at
least near-death researchers can go on sharing their findings, setting
them out as raw material, as a resource for anyone interested in
pelf-exploration, who wants to build his own myth of death. Every
person's life is a mystery ritual, and it may be the mark of the new
age to come that every person will have to be his or her own
hierophant.
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BOOK REVIEW

Immortality or Extinction?
by Paul and Linda Badham

Barnes and Noble, 1982, 146 pp., $27.50

Michael Perry
Durham, England

Paul Badham is becoming well known as a philosopher of religion
who takes paranormal and near-death experience (NDE) data seriously
and attempts to integrate them within a mainstream understanding
of Christianity. He is also a theologian whose written meaning is
immediately and unambiguously clear, so that it is never necessary
to read a sentence of his twice. The drift is obvious first time round
(why can't they all be like that?). In this volume he collaborates
with his wife, whose background in science and philosophy valuably
complements his own. It reads more like a judge's summary than an
advocate's brief; that makes its conclusions all the more impressive.

Some philosophers believe that talk of "survival" or "resurrection"
is semantically or logically meaningless. Some theologians evacuate
words of their real meanings, and make the term "resurrection"
refer to a this-worldly hope only, or to some notion of "being
remembered eternally in the mind of God," rather than being con-
tinuously self-aware in personal existence. The Badhams devote their
first two chapters to dismissing these misuses of the terms, so that
they are then free to move on and ask whether resurrection is a more
likely prospect for humankind than extinction.

There are formidable objections to the idea of survival of death.
They are fairly stated and squarely argued. At what stage in bodily
development do we argue that there is a something called "mind"
which is capable of survival? When the human baby can differentiate
itself sufficiently from its surroundings to know itself as self? At
birth? When the fetus quickens in the womb? When the embryo is
implanted? At conception? For that matter, at what stage in evolution
or in the spectrum of living being do we begin to see beings capable
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of survival? For instance, do chimpanzees survive? Or dogs, or
dolphins? Or pre-hominids from ancient times? Or denizens of other
galaxies? The problems multiply as we state them. Then again,
consciousness and brain states are so closely correlated that it is
easiest to conclude that when the brain perishes, so does everything
connected with it.

So far, the idea of survival is becoming less and less credible.
The data of "traditional" science give scant support to it. But then
the Badhams examine the evidence from NDEs, the evidence from
psychical research, and claimed memories of former lives. The over-
all balance of probabilities begins to shift significantly.

Readers of Anabiosis will find nothing unfamiliar in the discussion
of NDEs and death-bed stories. They confront us, say the Badhams,
"with data which support the possibility of personal survival of
bodily death, and which cannot be accounted for by the physio-
logical or psychological state of the patient, nor by his cultural or
religious background." This is not a conclusion lightly reached.
Some aspects, e.g. of Moody's or Kubler-Ross's writings, are suspect.
The way he treats a story from the Venerable Bede "shows that
Moody has made Bede's story fit his scheme, by the simple expedient
of omitting all the copious data in Bede which conflict with it."
Kubler-Ross "makes totally unsupported claims with an air of abso-
lute certainty." Yet, despite this, the Badhams cannot brush the
data aside. They have been told, by people whom they trust, first-
hand accounts of near-death experiences. In the end of the day,
after stating alternative explanations clearly, and acknowledging all

the difficulties inherent in the prima facie reading of the data, they
have to confess that "we have some grounds for accepting them as
being what their percipients claim them to be-reports of what
actually happens at the moment of death."

What is true of NDEs is true of parapsychology and claimed
memories of former lives. There are difficulties in accepting the
obvious claims made by the data, but despite all these difficulties,
the data do give some credibility to claims for human survival.

This sounds a grudging conclusion. Can we have no more certainty
about human destiny than a fairly reasonable probability based on a
fine balance of arguments? This is not the personal stance of the
authors. For them, the one crucial factor that alters the case com-
pletely is the knowledge of God. A frail foundation on which to build
so momentous a belief? By no means. "For those to whom God is a
reality, no basis could be more secure." And on that ringing affirma-
tion, the book closes. In other words, belief in survival, like religious
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belief, is a matter of faith-to which reason may point but which
unaided reason may not establish. It will be interesting to see whether
the work of IANDS and others will eventually tip the balance so far
towards proof of survival that faith will be swallowed up in sight.
Those of us who have labored for many years on the interpretation
of parapsychological data see them as so intrinsically and irreducibly
ambiguous that they doubt it. But the lure is always there, and who
knows . . .?

The Barnes and Noble 1982 edition of this book is identical to
the original English edition of that same year. In 1984 the Society
for Promoting Christian Knowledge brought out a revised United
Kingdom edition in paperback. This contains a new six-page intro-
duction signposting the reader's way through the book, and a three-
page postscript on the NDE. The latter draws our attention to
Life at Death (1980) by Kenneth Ring, Recollections of Death
(1982) by Michael Sabom, and Beyond the Body (1982) by Susan
Blackmore. They conclude that "no consensus as yet exists in favor
of the evidential status of near-death experiences," but that since at
least ten university departments now have research programs ex-
ploring the NDE, there is hope that "perhaps one day there may be
general agreement about their significance."

Paul and Linda Badham's study is one of the best books known
to me on the religious, theological, and philosophical questions about
what happens to us after death. It is also thoroughly well informed
on the latest parapsychological and NDE research. It can be very
strongly recommended.
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LETTERS

Are Out-of-Body Experiences Evidence for Survival?

To the Editor:
As one who is also dissatisfied with the present poor state of the

evidence that persons having an out-of-body experience (OBE)
or near-death experience (NDE) sometimes show evidence of extra-
sensory perception, I am glad that Susan Blackmore has raised and
discussed this failing in her recent paper in Anabiosis (1983). I would
like to point out, however, two places in her paper where I believe
she may have made a too hasty dismissal of what little evidence we
do have.

In her discussion of the Wilmot case, Dr. Blackmore claimed that
"we are told all three sides of the coincidence [of Mr. Wilmot's
dream, Mr. Tait's apparitional experience, and Mrs. Wilmot's apparent
OBE] by none other than Mr. Wilmot himself" (p. 143). This asser-
tion seems to me inaccurate. First of all, in the original report of the
case (Sidgwick, 1891), Eleanor Sidgwick published a letter from Mr.
Wilmot's sister, testifying that Mr. Tait had mentioned his vision to
her the following morning (p. 44). Miss Wilmot further wrote that
she had soon afterward spoken to Mr. Wilmot, who then also men-
tioned his vision to her the following morning (p. 44). Miss Wilmot
further wrote that she had soon afterward spoken to Mr. Wilmot,
who then also mentioned Mr. Tait's vision to her; she is less sure
about whether Mr. Wilmot mentioned his dream to her, although she
thought he did. Secondly, it seems to me that Dr. Blackmore is
unjustified in stating categorically that "Mrs. Wilmot never reported
having had an OBE at all" (p. 144). Mrs. Wilmot (who also provided
a letter of testimony, which is now on file at the Society for Psychical
Research in London) did not explicitly describe her experience in
her letter, although the implication was that she had seen and con-
curred with her husband's report. Nevertheless, she did state that
she "had a very vivid sense all the [next] day of having visited my
husband," and she corroborated that (however she did that) she
seemed to see the man in the berth above her husband's "as he leaned
over, looking at us" (Sidgwick, 1891, p. 44). This case may be the
result of faulty testimony or memory, but it is apparently not the
result of lack of corroborating testimony.
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Dr. Blackmore also criticized the evidence obtained by Michael
Sabom that cardiac patients reporting an OBE during an NDE
have shown knowledge of events going on while they were ostensibly
unconscious. Dr. Sabom questioned 25 "control" cardiac patients
and found that their description of resuscitation efforts contained
serious errors, unlike those of the NDErs who had reported OBEs.
Dr. Blackmore made the good point that the control patients may
not have had the auditory or other information available to the
NDErs: those who have actually experienced cardiopulmonary resus-
citation (CPR), although unconscious, have normal access to infor-
mation unavailable to persons, even "seasoned cardiac patients"
(Sabom, 1982, p. 84), who have not. Nevertheless, Dr. Blackmore
seems to have ignored some important details. One patient accurately
described the movement of needles on a defibrillator, information
presumably not available by auditory or tactile means (Sabom,
1982, p. 101); another patient showed apparent confused left-right
orientation in his description of certain procedures, a confusion that
would seem unlikely unless the patient had viewed the procedures
from a position opposite that of his body (pp. 109-110); and still
another patient claimed to have seen, in a distant hospital corridor,
three members of his family who had just arrived at the hospital to
pay him an unexpected visit (pp. 111-13). A fourth patient, describing
events occurring not during CPR but during heart surgery, gave accu-
rate details about the appearance of his heart (pp. 65-66). All of the

above examples may in fact have normal explanations, but Dr. Black-
more's brief dismissal of the evidence, solely on the basis of weak-
nesses in Dr. Sabom's comparison of NDErs with "control" patients,

seems to me too superficial.
I thoroughly agree with Dr. Blackmore that we need to expand

models for research on OBEs and NDEs beyond the rather simplistic
astral projection theory, but I do not agree with the implication in
her paper that possible theoretical models are limited to either the

astral projection theory or a psychological theory. The OBE, like
extrasensory perception and psychokinesis and all human behavior,

undeniably follows or reflects certain psychological mechanisms; as

she pointed out, that is indeed exciting and useful information to
have. What the parapsychologist wants to know further is whether
the OBE also exceeds certain psychological and sensory limits.

Unless this hypothesis is also built into our models for research, our
findings, however exciting, may be incomplete in important respects.
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Susan Blackmore Replies

To the Editor:
I would like to thank Emily Cook for drawing attention to my

assessment of the Wilmot case and Michael Sabom's research. She
made some important points, but these must be judged in relation
to the aim of my paper. I would like to stress that my intention was
to consider evidence suggesting "that during OBEs people can see
things at a distance without using the recognized senses" (Blackmore,
1983, p. 143). I was not trying to dismiss the Wilmot case as having
no interest or possible paranormal component, but as not providing
that kind of evidence.

Ms. Cook was quite right in her first point. Miss Wilmot did testify

that Mr. Tait had mentioned his vision to her the following morning.
She said she was astonished because he had asked her whether she
had been in to see her brother during the night (something rather
outrageous to do in 1863!) and had told her that he (Mr. Tait) had
seen some woman in white who went up to her brother. This much
is corroboration that Mr. Tait saw something corresponding to
Mr. Wilmot's vision. But it does not bear on the OBE aspect of the
case, which is what my paper was concerned with. The evidence that
Mrs. Wilmot saw details of the ship and the room in which Mr. Wilmot
and Mr. Tait slept comes entirely from Mr. Wilmot's own account.
There is no independent description of the ship, the room, or its
occupants, much less one made before Mr. and Mrs. Wilmot met.
There is therefore no sound evidence to suggest that Mrs. Wilmot was
able to see things at a distance.
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I also claimed that "Mrs. Wilmot never reported having had an
OBE at all" (p. 144). I would stand by this assertion. I meant simply
that we do not have any description by Mrs. Wilmot of an experience
that could be called an OBE. Mr. Wilmot stated that his wife seemed
to go out to seek him, and had told him of this as soon as they were
alone together. Does this constitute a description of an OBE by
Mrs. Wilmot? Ms. Cook correctly pointed out that Mrs. Wilmot agreed
to add her signature to her husband's. From the original corres-
pondence (held in the archives of the Society for Psychical Research)
we can see that the letter from Mrs. Wilmot was abridged, but all

that was left out of the published version was a description of a
totally different experience and the following: "As my husband has
given his consent to the publication of our signatures, if you desire it,
I will not refuse mine." This rather half-hearted corroboration of a
rather vague account is no substitute for a description of an OBE by
someone who has had one. In her own words, as I pointed out, she
only refers briefly to her "dream" and that it left her with a vivid
sense all the next day of having visited her husband. A dream of
visiting one's husband may or may not be an OBE, but I think it is
fair to say that on this weak evidence we cannot be sure just what
sort of experience Mrs. Wilmot did have.

So we are left with a very sketchy description of an experience
that might have been an OBE, and with no corroboration of any
claim that the experiencer saw anything at a distance, or of the cru-
cial coincidence in time between the experience and the vision.
This is, as I said, a very interesting case, but it does not provide
evidence of the kind I was seeking.

Turning now to the near-death research: Ms. Cook was quite right
to suggest that I treated Dr. Sabom's important work very super-
ficially. I was simply using it to point out one factor (the availability
of auditory information) that needs to be considered in assessing
NDEs. I totally agree with her that Dr. Sabom presented some
fascinating evidence that patients during NDEs were able to describe
details that would be hard to obtain by sensory means. However,
there are various problems with the evidence. For example, Ms. Cook
cited a case in which a patient saw his relatives in the corridor. The
relatives do corroborate the story, but only afterwards. In other

words, there were no independent accounts collected at the time.
More generally there were often problems such as long intervals
between the experience and the account, and only brief summaries
of the surgical or other procedures that cannot be tied moment by
moment to the accounts. These are problems that can be resolved in
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future research. I believe that this is the most promising line of evi-
dence we have available, but, as I said, it is too early to judge how
well it will stand up to further scrutiny. On this I retain an open
mind, but I am sorry that I did not do justice to Dr. Sabom's work in
my brief description.

Ms. Cook has also written a detailed and interesting review of my
book, Beyond the Body (Cook, 1984). I do not wish to respond to
all of her criticisms, but only to point out that most of them stem
from a fundamental difference between her approach and mine.
She said that I had "allowed the context of psi (the OBE) to become

the issue and the issue (psi) to become lost" (p. 104). But of course
this assumes that psi is the issue.

For Ms. Cook it may be, but for me it is not. As she pointed out,
I set out to try to understand the OBE because of my own profoundly
affecting experiences. And it is that experience that I want to under-
stand. For nearly ten years I have researched psi in various ways,
but (interesting as this has been) it really has not helped me to under-
stand the OBE. This relates to the long quote that Ms. Cook gave
from my book. I was trying to suggest that in the end we either will
or won't need to take psi into account in exploring the OBE. If
research is undertaken thoroughly and open mindedly (and I am
generally optimistic that it is), then people won't ignore psi if it is
there. But if theories of the OBE can explain the experience without
recourse to psi, then, in the context of OBEs, "the question of
paranormal phenomena will quietly be dropped" (Blackmore, 1982,
p. 243).

For me the issue is the OBE. The question is: what is happening
when we have these extraordinary experiences and why? I do not
know. After all this time I am more perplexed and fascinated, not
less. I only hope my book may communicate some of my own be-

wilderment and struggle to understand.
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Bozzano and Deathbed Visions

To the Editor:
We wish to commend Ronald Siegel and Ada Hirschman (1983)

for publishing an historical note about the work on deathbed visions
of the Italian psychical researcher Ernesto Bozzano (1923). Their
translation of extracts from Bozzano's book follows the example
set by other authors in making translations available of the classic
paper by Albert Heim (Noyes and Kletti, 1972) and of the paper by
Oskar Pfister (Kletti and Noyes, 1981).

We have, however, noted some inaccuracies and incorrect inter-
pretations in Siegel and Hirschman's paper, and we believe we should
point these out. We shall mention first a few small points before
coming to two that we consider more important.

Although it is useful to have extracts from Bozzano's book more
widely available in English, Bozzano had, in fact, as early as 1906,
published in English (as well as in Italian and French) 1 his system
for classifying deathbed visions (Bozzano, 1906). This publication
preceded by our months Bozzano's publication in Revue du monde
invisible,2 which Siegel and Hirschman erroneously state to have
been Bozzano's first publication on the topic. Comparison of
Bozzano's 1906 report (in English) with the book he published in
1923 (Bozzano, 1923) shows a close similarity of content and even
of phrasing. He had, however, added some additional cases during
the intervening years.

It is wrong to categorize Revue metapsychique as a spiritualist

journal. It was (and is) the official publication of the Institut Meta-

psychique International, which Jean Meyer founded in 1919 as a
research organization on the model of the Society for Psychical
Research (S.P.R.). Anyone who studies Revue me'tapsychique can
easily learn that its approach to psychical phenomena is not that of

committed spiritualists, and in this respect it contrasts markedly with

Revue spirite, which was a spiritualist publication.
Bozzano's interest in psychical phenomena preceded his partici-

pation in sittings with Eusapia Palladino. According to his own

"Autobiographical Sketch" (Bozzano, 1924a), Bozzano's interest in

psychical phenomena began in 1891, when Theodore Ribot sent him

a copy of the first issue of the Annales des sciences psychiques.

Although we have not learned with certainty the date of Bozzano's
first sitting with Eusapia Palladino, we have found no evidence that
he sat with her during the early 1890s. Bozzano's biographer,

Giovanni Iannuzzo, although not discussing this particular point,
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mentions only Bozzano's sittings with Palladino after 1899 (lannuzzo,
1983). There can be no doubt, however, that Bozzano's experiences
with Palladino influenced him markedly.

We cannot agree that Bozzano's slight influence on British and
American -scholars derived from their ignorance of the languages
(Italian and French) in which Bozzano mainly published his work.
French was a familiar language to the English-speaking scholars of
Bozzano's generation, and many of them could read Italian. The
Society for Psychical Research regularly printed notes about or
short summaries of articles published in Revue me'tapsychique
and occasionally in Luce e Ombra. The Presidential Addresses (for
the S.P.R.) of Charles Richet, Henri Bergson and Camille
Flammarion, as well as occasional other articles, were published by
the S.P.R. in French. One of Bozzano's books published in Italian
was reviewed in the Journal of the Society for Psychical Research
(Troubridge, 1919). A much more likely explanation of the neglect
of Bozzano by British and American scholars can be derived from
reading reviews of his books published by the S.P.R. (e.g., Saltmarsh,
1938; Troubridge, 1919; Wilson, 1933). The reviewers invariably
reproached him with low standards of evidentiality, faulty reasoning,
or insufficient awareness of alternative interpretations for the
phenomena he reported. lannuzzo has recently repeated these
criticisms of Bozzano's weaknesses as a scientist (Iannuzzo, 1983,
pp. 84-87). Moreover, Bozzano's tendency to write polemically
probably alienated more readers than it persuaded to adopt his
views.

Siegel and Hirschman state that Bozzano's work on deathbed
visions converted Richet to a belief in survival after death. We have
not been able to confirm that it did. In several papers and books
that Richet published after 1923 (the year Bozzano's book appeared),
Richet makes quite clear that he accepted the facts adduced in
support of survival (Richet, 1924, 1928; Vesme, 1934). Perhaps
Richet came closest to expressing a conviction about survival when,
in discussing some deathbed visions cases, he wrote: "Facts of this
kind are very 'important. They are much more explicable on the
spiritist theory than by the hypothesis of mere cryptesthesia [ESP].
Among all the facts adduced to prove survival, these even seem to me
to be the most disquieting . . . But ... they are insufficient to make
me believe that the consciousness of the deceased persons is present
as a phantom . . . [in the cases being discussed] " (Richet, 1922/
1923, pp. 353-354). Furthermore, Oliver Lodge (1936) in his obituary
of Richet discussed his longstanding friendly disagreement with
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Richet on the survival question and emphasized that Richet had not
changed his views before he died. "In private," Lodge wrote, "he
[Richet] has confessed to me that he was sometimes nearly bowled
over by the evidence; but, on the whole, he adhered to his lifelong
conviction of the materialistic aspect of the universe" (p. 4).

Siegel and Hirschman refer to a letter Richet is said to have
written to Bozzano in which he acknowledged that Bozzano's work
had converted him to a belief in survival. They give no reference to
this letter, and we wonder where it can be found. Bozzano did
publish in Luce e Ombra a letter from Richet concerned with the
survival question (Bozzano, 1924b), but this letter repeats what
Richet had said before and said again later: he accepted the facts but
disagreed on their interpretation. In a later work, Richet (1928/1929)
mentioned an "open letter" about survival that he had addressed to
Bozzano, but he did not give a reference to it, and we can only assume
that he meant the letter in Luce e Ombra to which we have just
referred. Gastone de Boni (1960) referred to another letter that
Richet wrote to Bozzano in 1935, and he cited a few phrases of it.
De Boni interpreted this letter as indicating that Bozzano's work
had converted Richet to a belief in survival, but in the extracts of
it that de Boni cited we can find only an expression of enthusiasm
for Bozzano's writings, not agreement with his interpretations. We
have not been able to learn of any other seemingly relevant letter
by Richet to Bozzano.

Is it important, fifty years after Richet's death, to be clear about
what he believed? We think it is. In the first place, we should for the
dead even more than for the living try to learn and publish the truth
about their views. An even more important reason for going into this
matter, however, derives from the peculiar nature o fthe evidence
bearing on the question of survival after death. Although many
people know about such evidence, few scientists have had direct
knowledge of it, such as Richet had. Richet was, moreover, a scientist
of the best training and highest quality. Bozzano, for all his enthusiasm
and industry, was not a scientist. If his work had converted Richet to
a belief in survival after death, this would have been a notable
accomplishment; but we have not found evidence that he did this.
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NOTES

1. A brief history of the different editions of Bozzano's monographs
on deathbed visions is presented by de Boni (1947).

2. We have not seen that paper.
3. We thank Gastone de Boni, Wayne Norman, and Emily Williams

Cook for searching for letters by Richet in issues of Luce e Ombra

not available in the library of the Division of Parapsychology.
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Ronald Siegel and Ada Hirschman Reply

To the Editor:
We stated (Siegel and Hirschman, 1983, p. 196) that Ernesto

Bozzano's first publication on the topic of deathbed visions was in
1906 in Revue du Monde Invisible. We also referred in passing to his
publications between 1905 and 1910 in Annals of Psychical Science,
which included the 1906 paper cited by Carlos Alvarado and Ian
Stevenson. We thank them for pointing out the four-month difference
in the 1906 papers. We agree it's a small point. Bozzano's continuing
interest in deathbed visions from 1906 to 1923 was our larger point.

We referred parenthetically, and collectively, to Luce e Ombre,
La Revue Spirite, and La Revue Metapsychique as spiritualist publi-
cations in the broadest sense of the word. In that spirit, we still
do, despite the claim that contributors in Metapsychique were not
as "committed" as those in Spirite.

We agree that Bozzano was influenced by Eusapia Palladino but
we never stated they had sittings in the early 1890s, only that
Bozzano was attracted to parapsychology and Palladino during the
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early 1890s. Theodore Ribot's gift in 1891 of the Annales des
Sciences Psychiques supports our estimate of these dates.

We did not state that British and American scholars were ignorant
of the Italian and French language in which Bozzano's works appeared,
and we did not state that such works were unread. We only stated
that Bozzano had minimal influence on these scholars as reflected
by the fact that few of his works were eventually translated into
English, something we might expect to happen with truly influential
works in any non-English language. In addition, we mentioned that
Bozzano's papers in English were cited numerous times but the 1923
work in French and Italian was rarely noted. Since it was Bozzano's
case examples that received the earlier attention, it is reasonable to
expect that the addition of many new cases in the 1923 book would
have attracted similar citations had it appeared in the Annals of
Psychical Science or elsewhere in English, especially after getting
some attention from Charles Richet.

We stated that Richet, in a letter to Bozzano, found that the sur-
vival theory was the most salient explanation of all the facts. The
letter we referred to was the one published in Luce e Ombra in
1924. Our interpretation of Richet's position there is consistent with
Gastone de Boni's interpretation of the 1935 letter. We also stated
that Bozzano's arguments were far from compelling, and if Richet's
opinion wavered, we are pleased.
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NDEs and Archetypes

To the Editor:
In a recent paper on ketamine and the near-death experience

(NDE), Scott Rogo (1984) cited Stanislav Grof and Joan Halifax
and myself as responsible for an interpretation of NDEs that uses
the concept of "archetypes". After a two-sentence statement of the
archetype explanation, Rogo wrote: "The problem with this theory
is that it could be called a 'non-theory,' since it explains one unknown
by another (i.e., worldwide archetypes)" (p. 94). I cannot speak for
Grof and Halifax, but for myself I would like to say the following.

First, in general, it seems improper to dismiss casually in this way
what another has taken some pains to develop-in my paper (1983),
36 pages. Casually presented ideas no doubt merit casual dismissals,
but when an author attempts to develop a point of view in some
detail, a critic should first summarize that point of view fairly and
then proceed to criticize it in detail. Rogo's breach is compounded
by the fact that I specifically addressed the issue he cited; the whole
of page 32 of my paper dealt with the explanatory power of arche-
types in general, and at least demonstrated an awareness of the diffi-
culty Rogo alluded to. Further, the entire paper was an attempt to
show that numerous properties of near-death experiences match
rather closely the properties of archetypes as we know them through
the writings of Jungian depth psychologists. The fact that there are
many things unknown about archetypes in no way argues against
archetypes providing a plausible explanation for NDEs. All expla-
nations are relative, and are ultimately rooted in logically primitive
ideas and tacit assumptions-in short, in a variety of unknowns
or unknowables.

Consider the following example: suppose one were to attempt to
explain NDEs by saying they were stress-induced hallucinations. One
might or might not agree that this was correct, but one couldn't
say that it was a "non-theory" just because there are things about
stress-induced hallucinations we don't understand. What makes it
a "theory"-I am using this term rather loosely-is that it puts the
NDE in a larger, more coherent, and more familiar conceptual frame-
work. It takes away some of the irritant of a dislocated datum. At
a more advanced level of theorizing, a good theory would help us
make fresh predictions about what will happen; it would serve as a
map for deeper explorations of experience. In my view, we have not
quite reached this level of theoretical sophistication in near-death
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studies. I have my doubts about ever being able to model theories
of human behavior with the same degree of precision that we do in
theories of mechanistic phenomena.

After dismissing the archetype explanation, Rogo said in the next
sentence that "all of these explanations may well be equally viable"
(p. 94). If that is so, then the claim that the archetype theory is a
"non-theory" cannot also be sustained. If that seems inconsistent,
it is at least consistent with Rogo's sentence after the next. After
stating that each account may have some advantages and disadvan-
tages (which, vaguely enough, is true), he wrote: "How one wishes
to interpret the ketamine-NDE relationship is really a matter of
choice or individual bias rather than logic or analysis." Suppose I
were to say that the NDE (or ketamine which produces near-death
effects) is a ploy of the devil to delude the unwary into thinking death
is a fun trip (an example of my individual bias); and suppose I were
to infer from this that the end of the world is at hand (an example of
bad logic). According to Rogo, that piece of nonsense would be just
as valid as a closely reasoned, empirically supported theory.

I wouldn't have stressed the reductio ad absurdum that follows
from Rogo's remark except for the following reason. In Rogo's
book, Miracles (1982, see p. 212), there is a chapter on Marian visions
in which the theory of archetypes was used to account for these
unusual apparitional experiences. (His speculations on that were
intriguing, I thought.) Unfortunately, that is also a demonstration of
Rogo's cavalier attitude toward logical consistency: in Miracles,
when it served Rogo's "individual bias," the theory of archetypes
was a legitimate theory-elsewhere, when it doesn't, the same theory
becomes a "non-theory." But why is the theory of archetypes legiti-
mate for Scott Rogo yet a "non-theory" for the rest of the world?
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D. Scott Rogo Replies

To the Editor:
Since my paper was on ketamine and was not on Dr. Grosso's

theory or Jungian psychology, I don't see why my colleague is
offended that I pay so little attention to his theory. His views are
given as much attention and space as the others mentioned in the
paper. My only obligation was to cite Dr. Grosso's views within the
context of archetypal theories in general, which is just what I do.
Please note that I was criticizing archetypal theories in general, and
not Dr. Grosso's in particular. In fact, my comments were directed
more to the Grofs' views than his.

The careful reader should have noted that the pros and cons I
outlined for each of the three ketamine/NDE theories were pre-
sented from an objective, and not from a personal, standpoint.
Dr. Grosso totally failed to see this. I wrote that archetypal theories
"could be called" non-theories, not that I personally considered
them so. This is an important difference of emphasis. It does not
matter whether either Dr. Grosso or I believe in archetypes or not;
what matters is how the psychological or scientific establishment in
general regards the validity of the idea.

While I am favorably disposed to the idea of archetypes (as dis-
played in my book Miracles), it must be admitted that psychology
has never come up with any hard evidence that archetypes really
exist as actual entities. Jung's theory was really nothing more than a
hazy notion he developed in order to account for what he felt to be
regularities in the thinking patterns of many different peoples and
cultures. It is an arbitrary descriptive term and not an explanatory
one or even a predictive theory. This is why I object to its being
applied to the NDE.

Dr. Grosso ended his letter by trying to trip me up with my past
writings and on linguistic grounds. What's the use in all this? Let's
get on with our empirical research and forget about polemics.

Scientific progress bogs down only because researchers tend to
become emotionally involved in their own theories, which is the true

crux of Dr. Grosso's communication.

D. Scott Rogo
18132 Schoenborn St.
Northridge, CA 91324
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